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How important is it for the Hurricanes to win their division? What history tells us 

Chip Alexander 

The conversation began to heat up soon after the NHL All-
Star break and the debate will continue for a few more 
weeks: 

How important is it to win the Metropolitan Division? 

The Carolina Hurricanes, after a 4-2 road win Tuesday over 
the New York Rangers, widened their Metro lead to four 
points over the Rangers. But the Rangers then won the next 
night in Philadelphia and the Canes returned home to be 
shut out Thursday by the Detroit Red Wings, tightening 
things up 

“We want to finish first. That’s what we set out to do for the 
82 games,” Canes coach Rod Brind’Amour said Thursday 
after the 3-0 loss to the Wings. “We still want to accomplish 
that. We made it a little tougher tonight, obviously, but that’s 
still what we’re trying to do. That’s the goal.” 

Brind’Amour had downplayed the head-to-head matchup 
with the Rangers. So did Rangers coach Gerard Gallant. 
Both teams had qualified for the Stanley Cup playoffs and 
there are bigger games ahead in postseason that they really 
want to win. 

There is the matter of having a home-ice advantage in the 
playoffs and the higher the seed, the better. But how 
important is that? 

“You go through 82 games, you want to be at the top of your 
division, top of your conference,” Canes defenseman Tony 
DeAngelo said. ‘We want to win every game, but our main 
goal is winning something much more than the division.” 

The NHL realigned into four divisions before the 2013-14 
season. Since then, only the Washington Capitals in 2017-18 
have won the Metro Division, advanced to the Stanley Cup 
finals and then captured the Cup. Repeat: Only the Caps. 

Here’s how the Metro winners have fared: 

2014 

The Pittsburgh Penguins, with 109 points, finished 13 ahead 
of the Rangers. The Rangers then beat the Pens in the 
second round of the playoffs, winning three games in 
Pittsburgh capped by a 2-1 victory in Game 7. 

The Los Angeles Kings took the Cup, beating the Rangers in 
the finals as Kings forward Justin Williams was the Conn 
Smythe Trophy winner as playoffs MVP. 

2015 

The Rangers, with 113 points, beat out Washington by 12 
points for the Metro title. The Rangers topped the Pens and 
Caps in the first two rounds, then were beaten in a seven-
game series by Tampa Bay in the Eastern Conference finals 
— Tampa Bay winning three times at Madison Square 
Garden. 

The Chicago Blackhawks won the Stanley Cup over the 
Lightning. Teuvo Teravainen and Antti Raanta of the Canes 
were members of that Hawks’ championship team. 

2016 

The Caps had 120 points to easily finish ahead of the Pens, 
who had 104. But Pittsburgh eliminated the Caps in the 
second round and advanced to the Stanley Cup finals, 
beating the San Jose Sharks for the Cup. 

2017 

The Caps again claimed the Metro with 118 points, seven 
ahead of the Pens. But the Pens again topped the Caps in 
the second round, winning the seven-game series and 
winning three times in Washington. 

Pittsburgh topped the Nashville Predators to win a second 
consecutive Cup. 

2018 

This was Washington’s year, finally. The Caps made it three 
straight Metro titles, closing with 105 points to edge the Pens 
by five points. They then won playoff series over Columbus, 
Pittsburgh and Tampa Bay, topping the Lightning in a seven-
game series and winning three times at Amalie Arena as 
Tampa Bay held the home-ice edge. 

The Caps closed out the expansion Vegas Golden Knights in 
five games for the Cup, starting a celebration that raged for 
months. 

2019 

The Canes remember this year fondly, rejoining the 
postseason party with Justin Williams their team captain. 
Back in the playoffs for the first time since 2009, the Canes 
took the Caps to seven games in the first round and won 
Game 7 in Washington on Brock McGinn’s goal in the 
second overtime. So much for home-ice advantage. 

The Caps had won the division with 104 points, one point 
ahead of the New York Islanders (the Canes had 99). The 
Canes beat the Islanders, too, before losing to the Boston 
Bruins in the Eastern Conference finals. The Bruins, in turn, 
lost to the St. Louis Blues in the Cup final. 

2020 

The year of the pandemic. When the regular season was 
suspended in March, the Caps led the Metro with 90 points 
in 69 games. The Caps were eliminated in the first round of 
the playoffs by the Islanders, as Tampa Bay went on to win 
the Cup in the Edmonton bubble. 

2021 

The second year of the pandemic brought about a one-
season change. The Canes won the newly formed Central 
Division with 80 points in the 56-game season, but lost to 
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Tampa Bay in the second round of the playoffs as the 
Lightning went on to win another Cup.

 

 
 

Mailbag #24: The Power Play, In Particular 

What needs to change for a successful playoff run? Are big 
changes to the power play coming? What happened to the 
SAT line? 

By Walt Ruff 

RALEIGH, NC. - Happy Friday, Caniacs. 

The team started the day today with a full team practice at 
PNC Arena, getting right back to work after a difficult night on 
Thursday against Detroit. 

After the skate it was straight to Raleigh-Durham 
International, hopping aboard the team plane to head west 
for the final time this regular season. A monstrous Saturday 
night matchup against Colorado awaits and then the Canes 
will visit Gila River Arena in Glendale for the final time to take 
on the Coyotes Monday night. 

With that being said, let's get to the questions you all were 
kind enough to ask. 

What's more important in the last few games of the season - 
ramping up to playoff intensity or resting key players to 
maximize health? - @Eric_VonHaam 

Tremendous question, Eric. 

If you consider us already in the last few games of the 
season, which, with now just seven to go, I think that seems 
fair, then the answer right now is getting all the team's ducks 
in order before they start resting guys. At least that's my 
view. 

For example, the power play needs work and no one's been 
shy about saying that. So, for example, I don't foresee any of 
the ten guys that are on the man advantage units sitting until 
that's clicking. 

We've already kind of a seen a three-man rotation (Ian Cole, 
Brendan Smith and Ethan Bear) for the final two defensive 
spots, allowing one to get a night off there and I don't think 
that's a bad thing. Health is wealth, as your question 
insinuates. 

With all of that being considered, let's not forget to be 
grateful that the team has been of pretty decent health as of 
late. With Kotkaniemi back in the mix, the Canes are in a 
much better spot than some of the other teams around the 
league right now. 

What do the Canes need to improve upon, in your view, to 
have a successful 2022 playoff run? - @dabrams2021 

As listed above, the power play is item number one. 

Time and time again we've heard guys say that your special 
teams has to be clicking going into postseason play because 
games are so tight, one power play or penalty kill can make 
all the difference. 

Since March 1 the Canes power play ranks 27th in the 
league, converting on just 15.0% of their tries. Since the 
month of April started? 0-for-17. 

They'd been in the top ten in the league for most of the 
season, so they know the talent and potential is there, they 
just have to find a way to get back to it. 

I feel like its gotta be asked but should we expect a drastic 
restructure of the power play units going into the playoffs? - 
@Tom_Hannigan237 

It's been asked, but the answer appears to be no. 

Not that my opinion matters, but I believe that's the correct 
answer, too. 

It takes time for things to come together, so starting from 
scratch this late in the season, after they've had 74 games to 
try different things, is not the play. For example, look at Max 
Domi. It's taking him time to figure out both the system and 
his responsibilities alike, and he's had 12 games. Putting the 
power play personnel in a blender with just a handful to go 
would be an interesting choice. 

What issues do you believe has been plaguing our power 
play since it has been struggling as of late in key moments? - 
iOppy 

Rod Brind'Amour has said that it's been the execution. 

There's a plan, the guys just have to make it happen. 

The way we once saw them whipping the puck around with 
pace just hasn't existed lately. Remember the way it would 
get zipped around the outside and then to Aho in the slot for 
a one-time chance? Not there. But, it's not all to the fault of 
the team. Most teams have a book on what a power play is 
trying to do this time of year, so it gets easier to pre-scout 
and defend against.  

There are modifications that can be made and those slight 
tweaks are what could lead to fruition. 

Important question: Why are Aho and Teräväinen not on the 
same line? What happened to the beloved SAT line? - 
@StormWasTaken20 

Fear not, I don't think we've seen the last of it. 
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If you've followed along for most of the season, or last 
season, you know that it's always an option; sometimes they 
just have to spread the wealth of talent around.

 

Preview: Canes at Avalanche 

Carolina kicks off a two-game road trip against the Western 
Conference's best 

By Walt Ruff 

DENVER, CO. - The Carolina Hurricanes have made their 
way west for the final time this season, taking on the 
Colorado Avalanche to open a two-game road trip. 

When: Saturday, April 16, 9 p.m. EST 

Watch: Bally Sports South, Bally Sports App 

Listen: 99.9 The Fan, Hurricanes.com/Listen, Hurricanes 
App 

Canes Record: 48-19-8 (104 Points, 1st - Metropolitan 
Division) 

Canes Last Game: 3-0 Loss to the Detroit Red Wings on 
Thursday, April 16. 

Avalanche Record: 54-14-6 (114 Points, 1st - Central 
Division) 

Avalanche Last Game: 3-1 Win over the New Jersey Devils 
on Thursday, April 16. 

PREVIOUS MEETINGS:   

 Thursday, March 10: Antti Raanta records a 36-
save shutout, backstopping the Canes to a 2-0 
victory. 

THE QUICK HITS: 

Last Time Out: The Canes came out of the gate strong 
against Detroit, outplaying them from the opening puck drop. 
They were the better team undoubtedly through the first 40 
minutes, but with just 12 seconds to go in the middle frame, 
Moritz Seider was able to break the ice and give Detroit the 
game's first lead. They'd tack on two more in the third, riding 
a 46-save shutout from Alex Nedeljkovic to the finish line. 

Offense vs. Defense: As has been the case for the both of 
the season, the Avalanche enter tonight as one of the 
premier offensive teams in the league, and the Canes enter 
as one of the top defensive teams. While Carolina leads the 
NHL in both goals allowed per game (2.37) and shots 
against per game (28.2), Colorado paces the Western 

Conference in goals for per game (3.82) and sits second 
among the West in shots per game (35.2). 

Playing The Full 60: When it comes to goal scoring, both 
clubs have their most success in the third period. Colorado 
has 107 third period goals this season, the most in the 
league, while Carolina has 95, tied for fifth. 

In Search Of Answers: Carolina's power play enters tonight 
0-for-17 on the month, a large topic of discussion around the 
Metropolitan leaders. Both the coaching staff and players 
alike have said that they'd like to get the man advantage 
back on track going into postseason play and that it's the 
execution side of things that has been lacking. Colorado's 
penalty kill ranks right in the middle of the league at 16th 
(79.3%). 

Need A Helper?: Jaccob Slavin and Tony DeAngelo are 
creeping their way up some franchise history lists, both 
sitting third and fourth right now for assists by a defenseman 
in a single season. DeAngelo (37) and Slavin (35) sit only 
behind Frantisek Kaberle (38) and Joni Pitkanen (40). 

A Look At The Other Side: The Avalanche come into tonight 
winners of eight in a row, tied with Florida for the longest 
active streak in the NHL. They've also collected points in ten 
straight, dating back to March 25. Unsurprisingly, Nathan 
MacKinnon leads the charge for his team during the stretch, 
recording 13 goals in his last nine games played. What 
makes the Avalanche so dangerous though is their depth, as 
three other players also have double-digit points during the 
ten-game point streak and Nazem Kadri, who has played in 
just four of those games, has seven points. While their 
offense is capable of plenty, goaltender Darcy Kuemper has 
also been phenomenal as of late, posting a .942 save 
percentage since 3/25. He now ranks tied with Freddie 
Andersen for second place league-wide on the season at 
.926. 

ADDITIONAL NOTES: 

Milestones Within Reach: Max Domi's first goal with the 
Canes will be his 100th of his NHL career. Teuvo Teravainen 
is two goals shy of 100 as a member of the team. 

What Are We Wearing?: The Canes will be wearing their 
white sweaters tonight.
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Colorado takes home win streak into matchup with Carolina 

By The Associated Press 

Carolina Hurricanes (48-19-8, first in the Metropolitan) vs. 
Colorado Avalanche (54-14-6, first in the Central) 

Denver; Saturday, 9 p.m. EDT 

BOTTOM LINE: Colorado hosts Carolina trying to prolong its 
five-game home winning streak. 

The Avalanche are 30-4-3 on their home ice. Colorado has 
scored 283 goals and is third in the league averaging 3.8 per 
game. Mikko Rantanen leads the team with 35. 

The Hurricanes are 21-11-4 in road games. Carolina has 
scored 246 goals and is fifth in the Eastern Conference 
averaging 3.3 goals per game. Sebastian Aho leads the 
team with 34. 

In their last meeting on March 10, Carolina won 2-0. 

TOP PERFORMERS: Rantanen leads the Avalanche with 35 
goals and has 88 points. Nathan MacKinnon has seven 
goals and six assists over the last 10 games for Colorado. 

Aho leads the Hurricanes with 34 goals and has 75 points. 
Jordan Staal has 9 points over the last 10 games for 
Carolina. 

LAST 10 GAMES: Avalanche: 9-0-1, averaging 4.1 goals, 
7.4 assists, 2.9 penalties and 6.4 penalty minutes while 
giving up 2.4 goals per game with a .935 save percentage. 

Hurricanes: 5-4-1, averaging 3.1 goals, 5.6 assists, 3.9 
penalties and 8.1 penalty minutes while giving up 2.4 goals 
per game with a .904 save percentage. 

INJURIES: Avalanche: Gabriel Landeskog: out (knee), 
Nazem Kadri: out (upper-body), Ryan Murray: out 
(hand/wrist). 

Hurricanes: None listed.
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About Last Night: Canes fall to Wings as Nedeljkovic defeats former team 

The Carolina Hurricanes were shut out by their former 
netminder Thursday night, as Alex Nedeljkovic blanked the 
Canes in a 3-0 Red Wings victory.  

By taliagoodman 

The Carolina Hurricanes missed out on an opportunity to 
extend their lead over the New York Rangers in the Metro 
Thursday night, as they fell 3-0 to the Detroit Red Wings 
primarily at the hands of their former goaltender, Alex 
Nedeljkovic.  

Let’s take a look at last night’s loss: 

The goals wouldn’t come 

Offensively, the Canes looked like a powerhouse last night. 
They had plenty of high-danger chances, and if you were to 
tune into the game without seeing the score, you’d surely 
think the Canes had a substantial lead throughout most of 
the game.  

Instead, they got shut out. 

“It just felt like we were getting chance after chance,” said 
Rod Brind’Amour. “Like you say, it just didn’t work out.”  

It was all thanks to the former Hurricane in net last night, 
Nedejkovic. He carried Detroit to a shutout win, stopping all 
46 SOG that the Canes sent his way. He was able to prevent 
20 high-danger chances from the Canes last night. This was 
his second victory of the season over his former team, and it 
may have had some fans (including myself) itching to have 
him back on the Hurricanes side of the ice, at least for one 
night. 

“Obviously we’ve seen that he can steal games,” said Jordan 
Martinook. “It felt like we definitely had enough chances to 
score a couple. So yeah, tip your cap. He was good. I 
thought we created a lot and just couldn’t get one by him.” 

He’s incredibly fun to watch, and was loved by the team and 
fans during his tenure. Canes goaltender Antti Raanta was 
not able to hold up as well on Thursday, allowing three goals 
on 21 SOG.  

Power play struggles 

The Carolina power play continued to struggle last night, 
unable to capitalize on three man-advantage opportunities. 
This was the seventh consecutive game without a power 
play goal for the Canes, and it’s becoming a real issue as we 
inch nearer to playoff time.  

“That first unit needs to be way better,” Brind’Amour said. 
“The second unit is fine. They got in and did their stuff, and 
had a couple chances. It’s just a lot of turnovers for no 
reason. It’s just weird things that we’ve been doing. So, we 
definitely need to be working on that, or at least talking about 
it. It’s tough to get a lot of practice time right now. But that’s 
an area where we have to get better.” 

Even as the power play improved as they gained more 
chances, the shots weren’t falling their way— and they 
haven’t been. This is truly a cause for concern, and the 
Canes will need to figure out how to fix their struggles before 
the regular season concludes.  

“Obviously they defended very well today, so you’ve got to 
tip your cap to them,” said Sebastian Aho. “But at the same 
time, there’s no reason to panic or anything but learn from 
these and be a little bit sharper when we get enough 
chances.” 

What’s next? 

The Canes only have seven games remaining in the regular 
season, and the next game is up against one of the best in 
the league— the Colorado Avalanche. 

The Carolina Hurricanes (48-19-8) have faced the Colorado 
Avalanche (53-14-6) once before this season, and it resulted 
in a 2-0 win for the Canes. This matchup will serve just as 
important of a purpose, as a win here will give the Canes a 
much-needed confidence boost heading into the postseason 
and a clear opportunity to see how they stand against 
arguably the best team in the league.  

It will likely be Freddie Andersen in net, which will likely 
mimic a playoff scenario, so it’ll be an interesting matchup 
regardless of the result.
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Hurricanes Prospect Mailbag 

It’s time to answer your burning questions about the pipeline. 

By Matthew Somma 

Occasionally, I’ll send out tweets saying that I’ll answer any 
prospect questions that people might have. Usually, I 
respond via quote tweet, but this week, I’ve decided to turn it 
into a mailbag article. I understand that not everyone here 
has Twitter for a variety of reasons, so I’ll go into a little more 
depth here since I’m not limited to 280 characters.  

This has been an exciting season for the Canes’ prospects 
and should only get more exciting as we conclude with some 
playoff games. Let’s get started with some of the questions 
(or topics) that folks sent in. 

Jack Drury has been gritty and seemingly in every scrum this 
season, even participating in a couple of fights. I wouldn’t call 
him a menace to society yet, though. He’s no Tom Wilson, 
that’s for sure. Drury plays a very disciplined game but isn’t 
afraid to get to the dirty areas or get under the skin of the 
opposition. Usually, if Drury gets hit behind the play or gets a 
few whacks during a scrum, it’s because he’s doing his job. 
Drury frustrates the opposition into taking shots at him.  

When that happens, Drury isn’t going to relent. Part of what 
has made Drury so effective this season is his ability to get to 
the dirty areas, win puck battles and frustrate the opposition. 
Drury’s play on the forecheck is a great example because 
he’ll hound the puck and force the opposition to turn the puck 
over. In a way, Drury can be a menace due to how effective 
he is on the forecheck. He’ll fit in nicely under Rod 
Brind’Amour next season. 

I haven’t raved about how good Scott Morrow is lately, and 
for that I am truly sorry. The obvious and correct answer is 
Scott Morrow. He’s the only prospect in the system that has 
a realistic shot to make the same impact at the NHL level. No 
disrespect to Anttoni Honka, who has been a productive 
player in Finland since he was drafted by the Hurricanes, but 
my money is on Morrow being the better of the two. There 
aren’t many players that truly dictate the way the game is 
played the way Morrow can.  

He’s the catalyst of his team’s offense and can do things with 
the puck that very few defensemen can. At some point in the 
next month or so, I’ll be doing another deep dive on Morrow 
to dissect the aspects of his game that made him such an 
effective player at the NCAA level as a freshman coming out 
of high school. From what I’ve watched, I can already tell you 
that Morrow’s skating and puck skills rank among the best in 
the NCAA among defensemen, and he’s probably better than 
most forwards too. Simply put, Morrow is a special prospect 
that has the highest ceiling out of any of our current 
prospects. 

I love this question and it’s something that I’ll definitely 
consider writing about as we get closer to the draft. From 
what I know about scouting based on my own experiences 
and what I’ve heard from our scouting staff, every person is 
going to view players differently and value different aspects 
of the game. For some, the most important trait might be a 
player’s hockey sense. Others might value skating more than 
the rest. For some scouts, playing with an edge is important. 

There’s no one right way to evaluate players, especially as 
you get later into the draft. You’re just as likely to find a gem 
as the other 31 teams in the league, and more often than 
not, the player you draft won’t work out. 

As for the Hurricanes’ draft strategy, they’ve been pretty 
open about the fact that they look for hockey sense as their 
number one trait. Take a look at the players they’ve drafted 
and you’ll notice a pattern, too. Sebastian Aho is one of the 
smartest players in the league and sees the ice better than 
most players I’ve seen in a long time. Tied for second in 
terms of importance are skating ability and puck skills. You 
want a player that can gain separation in a variety of ways, 
not simply through pure speed or dekes. The best players 
are able to do both in some capacity. As for a certain profile 
or build, I wouldn’t say the Hurricanes have a type. They 
selected Zion Nybeck, who is able to reach 5-foot-8 on a 
good day, and Lucas Mercuri, a 6-foot-4 center, in the same 
draft. Since Darren Yorke took over, the Hurricanes have 
taken maybe one or two players whose hockey sense wasn’t 
elite.  

Another reason why the Hurricanes might be considered 
better at drafting and player development than some other 
teams is their ability to identify players with high upside and 
play to their strengths. Players such as Noel Gunler, Anttoni 
Honka and Scott Morrow may have been viewed as “flawed” 
by some other teams, but the Hurricanes were willing to bet 
on their upsides. And if just one of those players makes it to 
the NHL, they’re more likely to play top six or top four 
minutes. That brings more value to the team.  

There’s no “right” way to draft or evaluate talent. The 
Hurricanes prefer to have as many draft picks as possible in 
order to increase their odds of drafting an NHL player. Other 
teams, such as Toronto, prefer to have less picks but higher 
upside players. The Boston Bruins have leaned towards the 
more physical, gritty players in recent years. The Bruins and 
Penguins also sign a lot of NCAA free agents in order to fill 
some needs on the NHL team. It’s hard to say which method 
is better. Selfishly, I love the way the Hurricanes identify 
talent because it gives me more exciting players to talk 
about. I don’t have to pretend to get excited about a player 
that might play on the third or fourth line. Instead, I get to 
look at our pipeline and get excited about a possible starting 
goalie, possible top six forwards and more. 

A twofer! My answer for both is pretty much the same, to be 
honest. Kochetkov could make things interesting when we 
get to training camp in the Fall, but ultimately, I see the 
Hurricanes giving him another season in the AHL. Who 
knows, though. If the Wolves end up having a deep playoff 
run led by Kochetkov, he could force their hand into at least 
considering him for the backup role. As of right now, though, 
I’m leaning towards Kochetkov starting next season with 
Chicago. Getting 40-50 AHL starts is going to be better for 
his long-term development than 10-20 NHL starts would be. 
With the Hurricanes in win-now mode, they likely don’t want 
to risk having an unproven backup goaltender in charge if 
Andersen gets hurt. 

For the record: resign = quitting and re-sign = signing a 
player to a new contract. Anyway, this is a difficult question. 
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LaFontaine is now 24 years old and close to entering his 
prime as a hockey player. He only has a year or two of 
development before he essentially is what he is. Given his 
performance this season, I’d imagine that it would be tough 
to trade his rights, but I don’t believe the Hurricanes would 
want to give up his rights for essentially nothing. To me, it all 
depends on the severity of Eetu Makiniemi’s injury and his 
recovery. If Makiniemi returns before the season ends and 
looks like he hasn’t missed a step, then the Hurricanes might 
choose to move on from LaFontaine.  

LaFontaine has proved me wrong before, so I hesitate to 
write him off. Playing in Norfolk will be good for LaFontaine, 
as it gives him an opportunity to string together consistent 
starts and playing time. In Chicago, he could go weeks 
without playing in a game. This will be a good opportunity for 
LaFontaine to get back on track before he gets called back 
up to join the Wolves once Norfolk’s season is over. 

For this one, I’ll give a current prospect and a draft eligible 
prospect, as a treat. There are a lot of prospects that have 
flown under the radar this season. Massimo Rizzo had a 
great freshman season with Denver, winning a National 
Championship in the process. Ronan Seeley developed a 
ton over the course of the season and has been a big part of 
Everett’s success. Joel Nystrom was quietly very good in the 
SHL this season. I’ve always been high on Tuukka Tieksola, 
but I think I’m going to go with Noel Gunler here. Gunler has 
the ability to take over a shift with his skill and strength on 
the puck. He’s so much more than a good shooter and I think 
that with enough development time, he could be a great 
addition to the NHL roster. We’ve talked a lot about guys like 

Nikishin, Morrow, Kochetkov and Koivunen this season, but I 
think we’re all forgetting just how much of an impact Gunler 
could have when he reaches his peak.  

As for my draft eligible prospect, I’ve been loving Portland’s 
Marcus Nguyen this season. I recently wrote about Nguyen 
for Smaht Scouting, the site that I scout the WHL for. I 
absolutely love Nguyen’s skill with the puck, pace he plays at 
and overall upside. He’s a raw prospect that will require a lot 
of time to develop, but the payoff could be quite nice. I feel 
that the public scouting sphere isn’t putting enough attention 
on how good Nguyen is, especially considering the fact that 
he’s one of the younger players in this draft class. 

Ethan specified “realistic,” so I don’t think I can say Shane 
Wright. A few names come to mind as players that I believe 
could be available. Sam Rinzel, Matthew Seminoff, Matyas 
Sapovaliv, Vladimir Grunidin, and Reid Schaefer are all 
players that I like for one reason or another. I’ve mostly 
watched WHL skaters this year, so it’s a little hard for me to 
speculate on other players. Rinzel, Sapovaliv and Grunidin 
are players that I’ve watched with some of the people I scout 
with and they’ve stood out to me. I think Grunidin could be 
right up the Canes’ alley.  

Thank you to everyone who submitted questions for the 
mailbag! As always, if you have any questions about the 
prospects in the pipeline, you can shoot me a message or 
mention me on Twitter @CanesProspects. If you don’t have 
Twitter, you can always leave your question in the comments 
here.
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Wolves’ magic number down to 1 

Wolves rally as Smallman gets game-winner and Lodnia 
earns first two-goal game  

Center Spencer Smallman scored with five minutes left to 
cap a fierce rally and give the Chicago Wolves a 4-3 victory 
over the Texas Stars Friday night at H-E-B Center. 

Rookie forward Ivan Lodnia produced the first two-goal game 
of his pro career and defenseman Chris Bigras also scored 
for the Wolves (45-14-5-5), who need just one more point to 
clinch their fifth Central Division title in the last six seasons. 

They will wrap it up Saturday with either one point against 
Texas or the second-place Manitoba Moose losing at home 
versus Rockford. 

Texas (28-27-6-6) received a 5-on-3 power play at 16:10 of 
the first period and needed just 64 seconds to open the 
scoring with a pair of power-play goals. Joel L’Esperance 
scored on the two-man advantage with 3:33 left, then he fed 
Tanner Kero for a redirect with 2:46 to go to take a 2-0 lead. 

The Wolves responded with Bigras’ first goal in a Chicago 
uniform. The 27-year-old defenseman, who was acquired at 
the trading deadline March 28, collected a Vasily Ponomarev 
pass at the point and wristed a shot that pinged through 
heavy traffic and trickled across the goal line to make it 2-1 
at 18:53 of the first. 

Lodnia knotted the game at 3:23 of the second set up by 
Jamieson Rees’ remarkable rink-long dash. Rees collected 
the puck behind the Wolves net, sprinted up the left wing, 
eluded a flying check in the offensive zone and regained the 
puck from Texas behind the Stars net. He spotted Lodnia in 
the slot and set him up for the one-timer that pulled the 
Wolves into a 2-2 tie. 

Lodnia delivered again 3:57 into the third as the Wolves 
maintained pressure in Texas’ zone to take a 3-2 lead. 
Lodnia seized the puck behind the net and banked it to the 
left point for defenseman Jesper Sellgren, who whipped a 
shot to the net. The rebound dropped just outside the crease 
and Stars goaltender Matthew Murray tried to poke it out of 
danger, but Lodnia swept into the slot to take the puck and 
slide it home. 

Texas pulled even on Fredrik Karlstrom’s goal from close 
range with 7:26 to play. Former Wolves alternate captain 
Curtis McKenzie set it up to make it 3-3. 

The Wolves answered the Stars with Smallman’s game-
winner with 5:28 to go. Rees flew in behind the Texas net, 
won a puck battle and tipped it to Ponomarev, who found 
Smallman at the right faceoff dot for a quick blast and the 4-3 
lead. 

Texas pulled Murray with more than two minutes left in an 
attempt to tie, but the Wolves held fast — including the final 
nine seconds when the Stars held a 6-on-4 advantage. 

Alex Lyon started in goal for the Wolves and rejected all six 
shots he faced, but he left 10:21 into the game with an 
apparent injury. Pyotr Kochetkov (12-1-1) stepped in and 
stopped 12 of 15 to pick up the win. 

Murray (1-1-0) recorded 26 saves in his second pro game for 
Texas. 

The Wolves wrap up their three-game series with the Stars 
at 7 p.m. Saturday, then return to Allstate Arena at 7 p.m. 
Tuesday to face the Rockford IceHogs on Craft Beer Night. 
To find the best deals on tickets, contact a team 
representative at WolvesTix@ChicagoWolves.com.

  

 
 

TODAY’S LINKS 
https://www.newsobserver.com/sports/nhl/carolina-hurricanes/article260389872.html 

https://www.nhl.com/hurricanes/news/mailbag-number-24-the-power-play-in-particular/c-333036524 
https://www.nhl.com/hurricanes/news/preview-canes-at-avalanche/c-333041958 

https://apnews.com/article/nhl-sports-nathan-mackinnon-jordan-staal-mikko-rantanen-63a4378f4a644bc6a95ded925e200ef2 
https://www.canescountry.com/2022/4/15/23026551/about-last-night-canes-fall-to-wings-as-nedeljkovic-defeats-former-team 

https://www.canescountry.com/2022/4/15/23025353/carolina-hurricanes-nhl-prospects-mailbag 
https://www.chicagowolves.com/2022/04/15/wolves-magic-number-down-to-1/ 
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Avalanche in position to clinch top spot in West against Carolina 
Hurricanes at Ball Arena 

 

Mike Chambers 

3-4 minutes 15/04/2022 

 

The seemingly inevitable is upon the Avalanche. 

NHL-leading Colorado will clinch the Central Division title and collect the 
Western Conference’s No. 1 playoff seed by defeating the Carolina 
Hurricanes on Saturday night at Ball Arena. 

The Avs (114 points) can also clinch Saturday with an overtime/shootout 
loss against the Hurricanes if the Calgary Flames (99 points) and 
Minnesota Wild (98) don’t collect more than a point in their games 
against Arizona and St. Louis, respectively. 

Regardless of the outcome between the Canes (48-19-8), Colorado (54-
14-6) will still have seven remaining games to clinch. Plenty of time for 
one of the hottest teams in the NHL. 

The Avs, who lead Eastern Conference-leading Florida by four points in 
the President’s Trophy race for the league’s best record and home-ice 
advantage through the Stanley Cup Final, had Friday off. 

Colorado’s winning streak reached eight games with Thursday’s 3-1 
triumph over the New Jersey Devils. The Avs previously won 10 straight 
this season, from Jan. 14 to Jan. 30, and this is the first time in club 
history they have recorded two win streaks of eight games in the same 
season. 

“I like what we’re doing. We’re staying focused and playing the right 
way,” Avs coach Jared Bednar said after Thursday’s win. “It’s as much 
about our habits and the way we play right now as it is stringing together 
wins. But we’re still fighting for that first overall (President’s Trophy) and 
(the Panthers) are a wagon right now. They’re scoring a bunch of goals 
every night. They’re going to be a challenge whoever they face in the first 
round.” 

The Avs are expected to again play without left wing Gabe Landeskog 
(knee), center Nazem Kadri (upper-body) and defenseman Ryan Murray 
(arm) against Carolina. Kadri and Murray have been skating and are 
nearing their returns. Landeskog, the team captain, is further off but 
expected to be cleared before the playoffs begin in a little more than two 
weeks. 

Footnotes. New signee Ben Meyers from the University of Minnesota 
traveled to Denver on Wednesday. The 23-year-old forward skated with 
injured Avs Nazem Kadri and Ryan Murray on Thursday morning, and 
following the victory over the Devils, Bednar said Meyers will make his 
debut with the team “soon.” … Cale Makar had an assist on Thursday for 
his 82nd point of the season, extending his single-season club record in 
scoring among defensemen. Makar trails Nashville’s Roman Josi by four 

points in the NHL scoring lead among blueliners. … Winger Mikko 
Rantanen had an assist against the Devils for his 88th point of the 
season, a new career-high. … Center Nathan MacKinnon was 12-for-16 
(75%) on faceoffs against New Jersey — the best percentage by an 
Avalanche player this season. 
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Boulding: Do Avalanche Have the IT Factor To Get Them Over the Top? 
- Colorado Hockey Now 

 

Published 6 hours ago on April 15, 2022  

By Ryan Boulding 

8-10 minutes 16/04/2022 

 

It seems as if most NHL teams require the IT factor, an intangible thing 
that helps them graduate from goodness to greatness, to elevate their 
status from mere contender to supreme champion. 

Sometimes this thing comes in the form of players, guys with skills that 
compliment or enhance the current roster. Other times it’s off-ice 
inspiration that works, the human-interest objective that creates the 
perfect magic required to push a team over that final hurdle. 

For the 2000-01 Colorado Avalanche, it was the combination of absolute 
talent and the Mission  16W to get Ray Bourque Lord Stanley’s Cup 
before he retired that proved to be what the club needed. 

For the 2021-22 University of Denver Pioneers, a good team was 
perhaps made better after meeting former player and Minnesota state 
senator David Tomassoni during the NCHC Frozen Faceoff. Tomassoni, 
who is battling ALS, told the team, “When you play in the national 
championship game, win the f—ing thing.” So they did. 

New Jersey Devils head coach Lindy Ruff was asked about that mystical 
thing a team needs to achieve the pinnacle of play is prior to facing the 
Avalanche on Thursday, the imperceptible item to help Colorado get 
through the second round of the postseason and beyond to the glory that 
awaits. 

“Oh boy. That’s one of the toughest questions I’m gonna get, because 
that intangible is what everybody is looking for, that one thing that pushes 
you over the edge. I feel like there’s something a team always gets, like 
whether it’s a playoff series or run to the cup,” Ruff mused.  

“It might be a third-line player that plays extremely well. It might be a 
goalie that catches on fire, or one or two defensemen that just become 
rock solid for you. It’s something that really you don’t know if it’s coming, 
but when it comes it helps you get by it. Whether you’re struggling maybe 
a little bit offensively or struggling a little defensively. There’s one thing 
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usually that a team starts to really catch on fire with and it usually pushes 
them through.” 

This season’s iteration of your favorite Avs squad is hoping that 
unquantifiable change, that unknown substance, is the recent additions 
of veteran Andrew Cogliano, defenseman Josh Manson, and hard 
workers Nico Sturm and Artturi Lehkonen.  

While it may have taken a little time for them to be fully integrated into the 
schemes and machinations of the Avalanche juggernaut, they’re certainly 
producing now. Lehkonen has four points (one goal, three assists) over 
his past two games, and has been getting a lot of credit for what he—and 
linemate Valeri Nichushkin—brings to the table both at even strength and 
on the power play. 

“They’re probably the best forecheckers on our team to start with, and 
then on the power play they get everything loose and make really good 
passes from there, too,” Nathan MacKinnon said recently. “They don’t 
just throw it away or anything. Two awesome players, and filling in for 
[Nazem Kadri] and [Gabe Landeskog] isn’t easy, but those guys are 
doing a good job.” 

And Manson, who is both insightful and perhaps under appreciated by 
the untrained eye, has finally found his spot on what may be the 
strongest Colorado blue line in two decades, if not ever. 

“I thought Manson was outstanding again tonight. That’s two games in a 
row where he’s been lights out,” Avs bench boss Jared Bednar said 
following Thursday’s win over the Devils. “He’s making breakout plays, 
slipping pucks into the middle, forehand backhand solid. When he arrives 
down there, he stays in the back. He’s got no fear when he goes back for 
pucks. He’ll wait and accept checks and still slip pucks into the right 
areas. He’s managing it real well. Making plays in the neutral zone.” 

“He sprung [Alex Newhook] yesterday or the other day for breakaway. 
Today, he does it again. He’s moving the puck real well. It looks like he’s 
starting to get way more comfortable.” 

But while this all seems—particularly with a healthy Kadri and 
Landeskog, and sure we can say Ryan Murray, too—like the mojo that 
can boost a team over the hurdle at the end of the race, I can’t help but 
wonder if what Colorado needs has been here this whole time. 

Maybe it’s the monster that was hiding under the bed of every NHL 
squad not donning the burgundy and blue, a creature so awesomely 
grotesque that everyone is in awe of it almost each and every night. A 
character that, while almost always in the light during his time with 
Colorado, has now taken the spotlight and used it as an opportunity to 
say, “I’m here and I’m not going anywhere but up!” 

$20 Dollar Bonus Voucher! 

No, I’m not talking about Nathan MacKinnon, who is obviously a 
dominant force in this league and has had the least flashy 82 points (29 
goals, 53 assists) in 58 games you’ve probably ever seen. 

I’m talking about Cale Makar, a guy Avs fans will be going door to door in 
Denver to tell non-believers about the Avalanche’s lord and savior. The 
soon-to-be Norris Trophy-winning, new prototypical rear guard that can 
skate like he’s an ice dancer and score like he was born to do it. He 
defends like the best of them, particularly when paired with fellow stud 
Devon Toews, and the first thing he did after signing a MASSIVE contract 
extension worth $9 million a year was indulge himself with a Slurpee. 

He’s a new kind of beast, one not to awaken if you’re on any of the 31 
other NHL rosters. A monster on the ice sheets and a good guy on the 
streets. 

“He’s a man,” MacKinnon said of the new Great 8. “He’s a man for sure.” 

A man? The, dare I say, kid—he’s 23-years-old OK?—is Adonis. He’s 
Hercules and Achilles without weakness. He’s the real deal and his 
Norris-worthy season is just the tip of the Avs-berg. 

“I’ve never seen a D dominate like Cale,” MacKinnon said when 
pondering aloud Makar’s award credentials. “I believe a little bit in a 
resume, just a touch. I mean, the year he had last year, and then he’s 
followed up this year being the best in the league two years in a row. I 
think he’s earned that award, not that he cares at all I don’t think. But I 
think he’s definitely earned it. I mean, he does everything right. He’s a 
hard-working kid and I don’t see why he shouldn’t win it this year.” 

No disrespect to Nashville’s Roman Josi, whom MacKinnon called 
amazing, but what Makar is doing with relative ease is something 
astronomic. It’s of another dimension of this sport. 

Makar leads NHL defensemen in even-strength goals (18) and total goals 
(26), trails Josi (9) for second among blue liners in power-play goals (8), 
is tied with Victor Hedman—another strong Norris candidate— with six 
game-winning goals, leads rear guards with 29 goals created, sits 
second in plus-minus (+45) among d-corps, has a healthy lead against 
his competitors with .37 goals per game and ranks second to Josi with 
.80 assists per game, tops blue liners with .41 goals created per game, 
and trails only teammate Mikko Rantanen (153) in the number of total 
team goals he’s been on the ice for (151). 

The guy is a playmaker, space creator, humble Canadian, local hero, 
national superstar, quiet leader, and likely the future captain of the team 
one day. His emergence into the upper echelon of historical NHL talent, 
which includes setting the franchise record for most goals by a d-man 
(26) and tying Steve Duchesne’s record for the most points by a blue 
liner (82), is bolstered by the fact that Makar’s 176 points (46 goals, 130 
assists) in 171 games is the MOST EVER by a rear guard in that span. In 
points per game among players with staying power, the perky Calgary 
native ranks fourth behind legends Bobby Orr (1.39), Harry Cameron 
(1.10), and Paul Coffey (1.09). 

When he beat Sandis Ozolinsh’s 1996-97 record for most goals, Makar 
found out about it from teammates on the bench. 

“Mikko told me, actually, on the bench,” said Makar. “It’s pretty special, 
but those goals go back to the team. It’s awesome to achieve something 
like that, but at the end of the day, we’re focused on this last run in the 
regular season.” 

He even admitted he didn’t really know he was on the verge of just 
another inking of his name in the annals of Colorado Avalanche and 
Quebec Nordiques greatness. It was just another day/just another game 
for the wunderkind. 

So if you’re looking for the intangible, unspeakable, unquantifiable 
difference making THING, that IT FACTOR to take this team from routine 
goodness to one-of-a-kind greatness, you may not need to look any 
further than No. 8 on your roster and No. 1 in your heart. 

Cale Makar has the thing. 
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Cale Makar still the betting favorite to win Norris Trophy - Colorado 
Hockey Now 

 

Published 12 hours ago on April 15, 2022  

By Adrian Dater 

2-2 minutes 15/04/2022 

 

There is probably no more hotly contested/debated NHL awards subject 
right now than who will win the Norris Trophy: Cale Makar or Roman 
Josi. 
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I’m going to save my own analytical opinion on that for another time, but I 
wanted to point out that, among the sportsbooks who give odds on NHL 
trophies at least, Makar is the current favorite – albeit very slight. 

Makar is -145 to win the Norris at one of the books I looked at, and -140 
at another. Roman Josi is the only other player who is even close, at 
+115, with the next odds-on favorite being Victor Hedman at a whopping 
+5000. 

$20 Dollar Bonus Voucher! 

The writers vote on the Norris Trophy. I’m not going to do any secret 
polls on that. Josi has gotten a lot of favorable press of late – and rightly 
so – with his points total being higher than Makar’s. Makar has better 
underlying defensive numbers than Josi. There is a sentiment, or at least 
it seems, that Josi deserves more credit for putting up his offensive 
numbers on a lesser team. 

Again, I’m going to wait before giving my take on who should win. 
Probably, right when the regular season is over. 
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AVALANCHE WRAP: A look back at last night, a look at what's ahead - 
Colorado Hockey Now 

 

Published 13 hours ago on April 15, 2022  

By Adrian Dater 

3-4 minutes 15/04/2022 

 

For me, the best new component to the Avalanche’s game since the 
trade deadline has been the penalty kill. There’s just no question it’s 
better now, and the numbers are showing it. In the bottom five for much 
of the season, the Avs now rank 16th in the league, at 79.3%. 

The additions of Artturi Lehkonen, Nico Sturm and Andrew Cogliano 
have really made a difference – in addition to Jared Bednar going to 
more of a diamond formation instead of a four-square box. I just have 
noticed teams having less time to make decisions with the puck, and 
when Avs personnel are getting the puck, they’re clearing it down the 
river more effectively. 

For me, this is the most encouraging thing for the Avs moving into the 
playoffs. If they can have a dominant PK, I like their chances much more. 

$20 Dollar Bonus Voucher! 

Other stuff:  

I’m hearing there’s a good chance newly-signed, former Minnesota 
captain Ben Meyers plays tomorrow night against Carolina. 

This can give another forward a night off, which might be a good thing. 
Any time Jared Bednar can rest some key guys down the stretch – I think 
that’s a good thing. 

I’ve tried to reach the agent for Avs goalie Darcy Kuemper, but got 
ghosted.  I wanted to ask if any talks toward an extension are happening. 
It seems like we could be right back to doing the free-agent game of 
suspense again this summer with the team’s top goalie. The Avs have 
lost two goalies to unrestricted free agency in the last three years – 
Semyon Varlamov and Phillip Grubauer. 

Another thing that’s been better since the new guys got here: faceoffs: 
Avs went 33-for-55 in the dot last night (63%), its best percentage of any 
game this season. 

Pavel Francouz on the win: “You play the game to win and if you’re 
winning almost every game, it’s a lot of fun. So, nothing beats the feeling 
after a whistle when you get the win and you can just enjoy it for a little 
bit with your friends, so I think that’s why it’s so much fun right now.” 

No Avs practice today, so no updates on anything Gabe Landeskog-
related. The team maintains it its hope he’ll get a game or two in before 
the playoffs. 
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Arizona Digest: Phoenix Mercury finalize training camp roster 

 

Staff Report 

 

Feb 24, 2022; Tempe, AZ, USA; ASU's Mael Gilles (12) passes against 
USC during a game at Desert Financial Arena. 

The Mercury on Friday announced the signings of Arizona State forward 
Mael Gilles, Arizona forward Sam Thomas and Texas Tech guard Vivian 
Gray to training camp contracts. With the three additions, the Mercury 
roster now stands at 18 players heading into camp later this month. 

Gilles, a 6-foot-1 forward from Montreal, she started in 25 games for ASU 
as a graduate transfer from Rutgers. With the Scarlet Knights Gilles 
averaged 8.1 points and 4.3 rebounds as a senior, helping Rutgers earn 
their highest seed in the NCAA Tournament since 2012. Gilles was a 
member of the 2016 Canadian Development National Team and 
Canadian Junior Women’s National Team. 

Thomas, from Las Vegas was a five-year starter at UA where she 
finished her career with 5,125 minutes played in 154 games, ranking first 
all-time in program history. Thomas capped her career with a top-10 
career ranking in program history in scoring (1,382), three-point field 
goals made (219), three-point field goal percentage (37.18), blocks (198) 
and steals (264). Thomas earned 2021 Pac-12 Scholar Athlete of the 
Year, 2021 and 2022 CoSIDA First Team Academic All-American 
honors, 2018 Arizona Athletics Female Freshman of the Year and won 
the Elite 90 Award for the best GPA of any student-athlete at the Final 
Four her senior year.  

Gray, a 6-foot-1 standout from Argyle, Texas, averaged a team-best 20.2 
points and 5.3 rebounds during her final season at Texas Tech. The 
combo-guard also contributed 51 assists, 45 steals and 25 blocks, a 
team high for the 2021-22 season. Gray's accolades include CoSIDA 
Academic All-America honors, four WBCA All-American distinctions and 
was just the fourth women’s basketball player in conference history to be 
named first-team All-Big 12 four times.  

The Mercury open the 2022 season on May 6 at home against Las 
Vegas. 

The Coyotes play at Calgary Saturday night in the third and final meeting 
between the two teams this season. The Flames, atop the NHL's Pacific 
Division, won the first two games by identical 4-2 scores. 

The Coyotes have lost five straight and in each of their last seven 
defeats, have allowed at least five goals to their opponents. Their latest 
loss came Thursday night at Vancouver, 7-1, as J.T. Miller had a career-
high five assists and Canucks extended their winning streak to five. 
Andrew Ladd scored the only Arizona goal, and goalie Karel Vejmelka 
stopped 16 of 22 shots before being replaced by Harri Sateri at the start 
of the third period. 

Coyotes forward Michael Carcone and defenseman Vladislav 
Kolyachonok scored their first career NHL goals in the March 25 game 
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against the Flames. They became the ninth duo in Coyotes/Jets 
franchise history to score their first career goals in the same game. 

Rising FC takes on New Mexico 

Phoenix Rising FC will look to pick up its fourth consecutive win and third 
straight in USL action when its takes on New Mexico United at 7:30 
Saturday night at Wild Horse Pass. 

For Phoenix, it’s the beginning of a unique week which sees Rick 
Schantz’s side face New Mexico United again Wednesday in the third 
round of the U.S. Open Cup. The last time the two teams played was on 
Aug. 28, 2021, when Rising winger Santi Moar scored a dramatic 90th 
minute goal as Phoenix won, 3-2. 

This season, Phoenix sits at just 3-2-0 but seems to have recovered from 
a rare set of consecutive losses back in March. Meanwhile, New Mexico 
(2-2-0) is one of the USL’s four undefeated teams. 

“The biggest thing for (New Mexico) is Nico Brett is extremely fast as a 
‘9,’” Schantz said. “He gets in behind. And then you've got (Sergio) Rivas 
and (Chris) Wehan who are both very, very good players. They'll find 
pockets in turn and they can kill you with the pass or they can kill you on 
the dribble.” 
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Arizona Coyotes get blown out by Canucks in Vancouver 

 

Staff Report 

BY ASSOCIATED PRESS 
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VANCOUVER, British Columbia (AP) — J.T. Miller had a career-high five 
assists and the Vancouver Canucks extended their winning streak to five 
games with a 7-1 win over the Arizona Coyotes on Thursday night. 

With the win, the Canucks kept alive their faint playoff hopes. Vancouver 
is five points behind the Nashville Predators and Dallas Stars, who hold 
the two Western Conference wild-card spots. 

Rookie Vasily Podkolzin had two goals and an assist, Alex Chiasson 
scored twice, and Sheldon Dries, Elias Pettersson and Conor Garland 
added goals for the Canucks (37-28-10). Quinn Hughes had three 
assists. Thatcher Demko made 21 saves. 

“I’m disappointed about the number of penalties we had and the way we 
took our penalties,” Coyotes head coach Andre Tourigny told reporters 
postgame. “We fed their power play a lot, we gave them the opportunity 
and they did what they had to do on their power play. That’s 
disappointing.” 

Andrew Ladd scored for the Coyotes (22-47-5), who lost their fifth 
straight. 

“The NHL to me is full of slumps,” Tourigny said. “You need to be able to 
react to slumps. If you cannot get out of slumps in the NHL, you’re in 
trouble. You will be a streaky player. 

“The NHL is not about that, it’s about being good every day. It’s about 
consistency. You cannot have an eight-out-of-10 day. The guy on the 
other side is too good. You need to make sure you’re on top of your 
game every night.” 

Karel Vejmelka stopped 16 of 22 shots before being replaced by Harri 
Sateri at the start of the third period. Sateri made four saves in relief. 

“I liked the way we played in the third period,” Tourigny said. “We showed 
more pride in the third period, and to me that’s our team. That’s the way 
we have to fight. We talked about it before the game, and we got better 
on that.” 
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Jets do their own thing in loss 

 

Mike McIntyre10-13 minutes 4/15/2022 

 

Dave Lowry keeps preaching about what it takes to have success in the 
NHL — only to watch his Winnipeg Jets, time and time again, hit the ice, 
throw caution to the wind and do their own thing. 

They are, in a sense, the children who keep touching the hot stove 
despite being warned by their parents of the perils. Sure, they might get 
away with such stubborn ignorance against some of the lesser lights in 
the league. But it will absolutely burn them against heavyweights like 
Florida. 

Such was the case on Friday night, where a 6-1 loss to the Panthers 
might actually have flattered the Jets. Yeah, it was that bad. And after the 
game, Lowry had seen just about enough. 

"I think we look at the results here tonight," a dejected Lowry began in his 
post-game Zoom conference from FLA Live Arena. "Obviously it’s 
extremely disappointing. We talked about details, what we were going to 
have to do. And we got caught up in trying to play a rush game, and that 
wasn’t going to play in our favour." 

Translation: We thought we could play fast and loose against one of the 
best teams in the league. And boy, were we wrong. 

"Honestly, if I had an answer to that question, we would have been able 
to fix that," a frustrated Nikolaj Ehlers said in response to why he and his 
teammates keep making the same mistakes over and over again. "We’ve 
done this all season. We’ve had so many bad starts and like I said, if we 
knew the reason, it would have been fixed a long time ago." 

The lopsided loss leaves Winnipeg (35-29-11) eight points out of the final 
Western Conference wildcard spot, now with just seven regular-season 
games remaining. If there was any hope of a miracle down the stretch, it 
was quickly snuffed out by the high-flying Panthers who scored early, 
and often, to remain on top of the Eastern Conference at 53-15-6. 

Lowry, the interim bench boss who took over for Paul Maurice in mid-
December, is clearly growing frustrated by the fact his message is 
apparently falling on the same deaf ears that led the veteran coach to 
tender his resignation. 

"Well I think the biggest reason, the why behind it, is because it’s not 
pretty hockey," Lowry said of his club straying from the right path. "It’s 
functional. It wins hockey games. And they are critical details. When 
you’ve been a rush team, you want to continue to try and make plays. 
And the biggest thing for us right now is when we have our success, we 
put pucks in behind, we play in straight lines, we play direct going 
through the neutral zone." 

The Jets, not surprisingly, did none of that against the Panthers. And for 
a club that has been challenged in the defensive areas of its game, 
facing hockey’s highest scoring team turned out to be a major mismatch. 
Florida topped five goals for a whopping 30th time this year, including 
both head-to-head meetings with the Jets (they won 5-3 at Canada Life 
Centre on Jan. 25). 

"Everyone wants to score a pretty goal. Everyone wants to be a team 
that makes highlight-reel plays. The big thing for us is that the way we 
have to play to be successful is we have to play direct and we have to 
play in straight lines," Lowry said. 
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This was Winnipeg’s first game since last Monday, as a scheduled 
Wednesday tilt with Seattle was postponed due to the spring snowstorm 
that hit River City. As a result, the Jets chartered down to south Florida 
on Tuesday afternoon to beat the storm, and they sure looked like a team 
that had spent a bit too much time in the sun once they finally returned to 
action. 

Jonathan Huberdeau, who trails only Connor McDavid for the NHL’s 
points lead, opened the scoring just 123 seconds into the game, then 
doubled the lead just over two minutes later. 

"We didn’t come out ready to play," Ehlers admitted. "Our line goes out 
there the first two shifts and we get scored on and that’s just straight up 
not good enough. With the position that we’re in, you can’t do that. 
They’re obviously a great team and we weren’t good today. With a team 
like that, that is buzzing in their own building, they’re going to take 
advantage of a team that’s not playing the right way." 

It actually could have been a lot worse. Florida had two other goals 
overturned in the opening frame — one on a successful goalie 
interference challenge, and one on a high-stick. They also rang one off 
the crossbar. However, it only delayed the inevitable  

Gustav Forsling, a waiver wire pickup by the Panthers, potted a pair in 
the second period to make it 4-0, which also ended the night for Jets 
starter Connor Hellebuyck. He was given the mercy pull after 40 minutes, 
beaten four times on 26 shots. Backup Eric Comrie didn’t fare any better, 
surrendering goals to Mason Marchment and Maxim Mamin in the final 
frame. Veteran Claude Giroux, a shrewd pickup at the trade deadline, 
chipped in with three assists. 

Ehlers had the lone tally for Winnipeg, his 26th of the year early in the 
third period. 

"At this point of the year, we’re pushing for a playoff spot. That’s why 
we’re not in a playoff spot. We haven’t played the right way in a lot of 
games and you see what that leads to," said Ehlers. "I think the easy way 
to put it is that we’re just not playing the type of hockey that the Jets want 
to play and the type of hockey that, you know, you can hold everyone 
accountable for. And it’s just… It sucks. It absolutely sucks." 

The Jets entered play having won two straight over lowly Ottawa and 
Montreal. Safe to say the competition was ramped up a few notches, with 
Florida being a legitimate Stanley Cup contender — some might say 
favourite — and having few, if any, weaknesses. 

Captain Blake Wheeler and forward Jansen Harkins both returned from 
injury, replacing Adam Brooks and Mikey Eyssimont in the lineup. Mark 
Scheifele missed a second straight game with a shoulder injury. 

Life doesn’t get any easier for Winnipeg, who face two-time defending 
champion Tampa Bay on Saturday. The road trip wraps next week 
against the New York Rangers and Carolina, who are also comfortably in 
playoff positions. Then it’s back home for the final four, starting with the 
only team currently with more points than Florida - the Colorado 
Avalanche — next Sunday at Canada Life Centre. In other words, this 
things could quickly go from bad to worse if they don’t clean up their act. 

"When you don’t play the right way. When it’s not going for you and you 
keep trying to push the nice plays and all of that. You’re just, you know, 
putting your team in a tough position," said Ehlers. 

"And it’s not just one or two guys. It’s almost everyone. … I don’t really 
know how to explain it. It’s just we’re not playing the right way. We’ve got 
to find a way (Saturday) and that’s what we’re gonna do. When we play 
the right way, we’re a great team. And we haven’t shown that enough. So 
we’re going to show that." 
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Slow, ponderous Winnipeg Jets mauled 6-1 by Florida Panthers 

 

Scott Billeck 

 

It was a night of so many questions and so few answers for the Winnipeg 
Jets. 

Such is the story of the team’s disappointing season. 

A couple of extra days in Florida, soaking up the sun while dodging a foot 
of snow that blew through town back home, should have been a godsend 
of a little R&R amid a busy stretch of the most important hockey of their 
season. 

But 60 minutes after the Jets took to the ice at BB&T Center against the 
Panthers, all they had to show for it was another poor start, another 
game with no evidence of urgency and another loss — 6-1. 

“We didn’t come out ready to play,” lone goal scorer Nikolaj Ehlers said. 
“Our line goes out there the first two shifts and we get scored on and 
that’s just straight up not good enough. With the position that we’re in, 
you can’t do that. They’re obviously a great team and we weren’t good 
today. With a team like that, that is buzzing in their own building, they’re 
going to take advantage of a team that’s not playing the right way.” 

Take advantage, Florida did. 

Indeed, the first period came to a merciful end with just a 2-0 deficit after 
Jonathan Huberdeau notched goals No. 29 and 30 on his MVP-worthy 
season within the first five minutes of the frame. 

It was the 53rd game in the past 60 that Huberdeau had at least a point, 
a stretch that dates back to Nov. 13. 

For the glass-half-full folks, it could have been worse. 

A review of Eetu Luostarinen’s shot approaching the six-minute mark 
showed the puck just squeaking over the goal line behind Connor 
Hellebuyck. A good goal was called, briefly making it 3-0 before interim 
head coach Dave Lowry challenged for goaltender interference. 

The goal was overturned, the score remaining at 2-0. 

Not long after that, Mason Marchment appeared to make it 3-0 again, 
only for that goal to be waved off after Marchment swatted it in with a 
high stick. 

A minor hiccup for the Eastern Conference’s best team, which grabbed 
its ninth straight win on the night. 

“We’ve done this all season,” Ehlers said, lost for words on why his team 
can’t get a good launch out of the gate. “We’ve had so many bad starts 
and like I said, if we knew the reason, it would have been fixed a long 
time ago.” 

The second period didn’t play out any better for Ehlers and the Jets, who 
surrendered a brace to Gustav Forsling — markers at 2:55 and 16:21, 
respectively, to make it 4-0. 

Winnipeg generated 18 shots in the period, but walked away with nothing 
to show for it. 

Ehlers’ 26th gave the Jets some life 68 seconds into the third, extending 
his point streak to a career-high eight games. But whatever rose from the 
dead was quickly stuffed back down as Marchment scored cleanly this 
time, 46 seconds after to make it 5-1. 

The goal marked the 30th time this season the Panthers had scored at 
least five goals in a game. 

And they weren’t finished. 

To add insult to injury, the 6-1 goal came from Maxim Mamin at the 
seven-minute mark. 

Winnipeg’s record on the season dropped to 35-29-11. They remain eight 
points back of the idle Dallas Stars with seven games remaining. The 
Stars, holding down the final wild-card spot in the West, have a game in 
hand. 

“The result obviously we’re really upset about,” Lowry said. “They played 
as advertised. We knew they were going to have a lot of speed coming 
through the neutral zone, we knew they were going to make plays 
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offensively. That’s how they beat us tonight. They got some odd-number 
rushes and capitalized on their chances, ultimately.” 

Winnipeg fed 10 of their 31 shots into Sergei Bobrovsky across their four 
power-play opportunities. Nothing was going well there, either. 

Hellebuyck, meanwhile, was pulled after two periods, surrendering four 
goals on 26 shots. Eric Comrie relieved him, stopping 15 of the 17 shots 
he faced in the third. 

The yank wasn’t so much as to keep Winnipeg’s starter ready for their 
Saturday matchup against the Tampa Bay Lightning as it was to find a 
spark on a chronically misfiring team. 

“We felt that we had to try something different,” Lowry said. 

No answers under that rock, either. 

It doesn’t get much easier against the two-time defending Stanley Cup 
champs at the Amalie Arena in Tampa. 

“You chip the puck out, you chip the puck in, you get on their 
defencemen, you shoot the puck and you work hard, you skate fast,” said 
Ehlers when asked how this Jets team gets back to playing the right way. 
“That’s… it’s as simple as that.” 

Except the seemingly simple has been one of Winnipeg’s biggest 
challenges this season. 

“At this point of the year, we’re pushing for a playoff spot. That’s why 
we’re not in a playoff spot,” Ehlers said. “We haven’t played the right way 
in a lot of games and you see what that leads to. I think the easy way to 
put it is that we’re just not playing the type of hockey that the Jets want to 
play and the type of hockey that, you know, you can hold everyone 
accountable for. 

“And it’s just… It sucks. It absolutely sucks.” 

Winnipeg Sun LOADED 04.16.2022 
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The Athletic / nhl-power-rankings/ 

 

Sean Gentille, Dom Luszczyszyn18-23 minutes 15/04/2022 

 

It’s the final month of the NHL season, and already it’s getting difficult to 
get excited about most games. The East has been basically set since 
November, there’s only one playoff spot up for grabs in the West, and the 
current lack of parity means a lot of uneven matchups on a nightly basis. 

Night after night, the NHL hasn’t had a whole lot to offer. With one month 
to go it shouldn’t be like this! Not yet! Where’s the excitement? The 
drama? The narratives? 

Well, we here at Power Rankings HQ have you covered. One reason to 
pay attention to every team, even if their final eight games don’t really 
matter. 

1. Colorado Avalanche 

Record: 54-14-6 

Last week: 1 

Dom rank: 1 

Sean rank: 1 

A reason to pay attention: Bowen Byram back, baby 

The Avs have more reasons than most. They’re very fun (we’ve been 
over this). They’ve got a defenseman desperately trying to white-knuckle 
a Norris Trophy that, two months ago, seemed a foregone conclusion 
(we’ll talk more about that later). They’ve also got a Presidents’ Trophy to 
chase, if you’re into that sort of thing. 

That said, we’re going to pay extra attention to defenseman Bowen 
Byram down the stretch. He’s been back for a week after missing about 
three months because of lingering concussion issues. The fact that he’s 
back at all — and happy about it — is, fundamentally, a good sign. 
Beyond that, though? He’s a really good hockey player. Like, top-pair 
potential, despite being just 20 years old. How he looks, how he fits and 
the role he slots into down the stretch have real playoff ramifications. 

2. Florida Panthers 

Record: 52-15-6 

Last week: 2 

Dom rank: 2 

Sean rank: 2 

A reason to pay attention: The Comeback Cats 

A lot of games down the stretch have become a bit joyless in the East. 
The playoff teams have been set for months, and the chasm between the 
best and the rest has been massive – leading to some lopsided affairs. 
It’s been a bit of a chore. 

Not in Florida though, where any game has a chance to be must-watch 
television thanks to Florida’s affinity to go down – and then claw its way 
back. The Panthers are never out of it, they are the kings of the 
comeback this season and it’s made the most dull games extremely 
entertaining. More comebacks are bound to happen with the league’s 
best offensive team and while the playoff comebacks will be even more 
exciting, the regular-season ones have still been a treat. 

3. Carolina Hurricanes 

Record: 48-19-8 

Last week: 4 

Dom rank: 4 

Sean rank: 3 

A reason to pay attention: Can they start finishing? 

The Canes are good. Shouldn’t have to say that! Look at where we have 
them ranked! But it’s worth pointing out the five games they’ve lost in the 
last month while generating 38 shots or more. The latest came on 
Thursday night against a reeeeally bad Red Wings team. Zero goals on 
46 shots is … well, it’s better than zero goals on, like, 21 shots. Or nine 
shots. Could be a whole lot worse, in fact. 

But taken in context with a power play that’s 1-for-27 in its last 10 games, 
and the team’s recent history of playoff droughts despite solid shot ratios 
… it’s interesting. And for them, it could all be timed a bit better. 

4. Toronto Maple Leafs 

Record: 48-20-6 

Last week: 3 

Dom rank: 3 

Sean rank: 4 

A reason to pay attention: Auston Matthews’ quest for 60 goals, and 
beyond. 

In the salary cap era, it felt like Alex Ovechkin’s 65 goals in 2007-08 was 
untouchable, a remarkable feat by the greatest goal scorer of all time. 
What Matthews is doing this year has been simply awe-inspiring as he 
currently sits at 58 goals in 69 games – a very nice 69-goal pace. Had he 
not started slow thanks to wrist surgery or missed some time throughout 
the year, a 70-goal season might’ve truly been in play which feels 
absolutely absurd. With games missed, Matthews is currently on pace for 
64.7 goals. 

He really might do it – and at this point it might just be his true talent level 
which is a frightening proposition. Over the last two seasons, Matthews 
has 99 goals in 121 games, a full season pace of 67 goals. He’s a goal-
scoring freak. 
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5. Calgary Flames 

Record: 45-20-9 

Last week: 5 

Dom rank: 5 

Sean rank: 5 

A reason to pay attention: Breadman down 

A day after scoring his second goal in 20 games — he had 29 in the first 
53 — Andrew Mangiapane reverted back to his previously snakebitten 
self. On a breakaway, with Vegas’ Brayden McNabb immobilized in front 
of the net with a broken skate, Mangiapane shot the puck directly into the 
dude. He presumably wasn’t doing it on purpose, but you’d never know. 
If he and another one or two of the Flames’ secondary scorers can’t 
figure it out, that team is going to have serious problems. The underlying 
numbers in that stretch for Mangiapane are fine, but he’s a 30-goal guy 
who has utterly vanished from the scoresheet. 

Two of the primary scorers — Matthew Tkachuk and Elias Lindholm — 
are on pace to hit 100 points and 40 goals, respectively. That’s the bright 
side for Calgary. 

6. Minnesota Wild 

Record: 46-21-6 

Last week: 7 

Dom rank: 6 

Sean rank: 7 

A reason to pay attention: Obscene gestures 

NHL players get caught saying much worse stuff on hot mics, so I’m not 
sure why Ryan Hartman got fined $4,250 for a middle finger – but he is a 
legend for it. 

7. New York Rangers 

Record: 46-20-6 

Last week: 8 

Dom rank: 8 

Sean rank: 7 

A reason to pay attention: A real-time glow-up 

All year the Rangers were viewed as a one-man show: the Igor 
Shesterkin Variety Hour, featuring 30-plus incredible saves per night. 
Lately, they’ve been something more, posting a 54 percent expected 
goals rate since the trade deadline. Part of that is a weak schedule faced, 
but it’s still been an impressive turn of events for a team many viewed as 
a paper tiger. The Rangers are starting to look like a truly formidable foe 
in the East and it’s worth watching to see if their strong play holds up 
down the stretch. 

8. Boston Bruins 

Record: 45-24-5 

Last week: 6 

Dom rank: 6 

Sean rank: 10 

A reason to pay attention: Is Linus Ullmark OK? 

Rough week in Boston. They’ve lost three straight games for the first time 
all season, the Charlie Coyle line has gone particularly cold and Ullmark 
left Thursday’s loss to Ottawa after getting hit in the mask with a rocket 
from Erik Brannstrom. 

Ullmark was getting checked out during that stoppage after he took this 
bomb off the mask pic.twitter.com/SkO2PS2eqV 

— Patrick Donnelly (@PatDonn12) April 14, 2022 

Jeremy Swayman replaced Ullmark and looked predictably shaky; his 
save percentage since March 1 coming into the night was at .889. 
Ullmark is at .919 and seemed like a lock to start the playoffs. Now, who 
knows? 

9. St. Louis Blues 

Record: 44-20-10 

Last week: 11 

Dom rank: 10 

Sean rank: 8 

A reason to pay attention: To not get yelled at 

Blues fans have harbored strong resentment toward us all season at any 
apparent slight. “Do you even watch Blues games?” is something they 
will ask down the stretch and we simply can’t be caught slipping here. St. 
Louis has been on a very impressive run of late winning seven straight 
and nine of its last 10. It’s enough for a top 10 spot in this week’s 
rankings. You’re welcome. 

10. Tampa Bay Lightning 

Record: 45-21-8 

Last week: 9 

Dom rank: 9 

Sean rank: 9 

A reason to pay attention: Will anyone fall asleep on the bench? 

This was a bigger concern before their OT comeback win over the 
Ducks. Jon Cooper pulled Andrei Vasilevskiy to send a message, and 
hey, it worked. Either way, no team in recent history has had more 
reason to go into mid-April autopilot mode. Tampa Bay knows what it’s 
doing and, realistically, could stand to conserve some energy. Just make 
sure nothing bad happens. 

11. Pittsburgh Penguins 

Record: 43-22-11 

Last week: 10 

Dom rank: 11 

Sean rank: 11 

A reason to pay attention: Can Sidney Crosby hit 100 points? 

He’s got 80 on the season and eight in his past three games. If he 
produces at that rate for the final seven games, he’d be at 99. It’s 
possible! Stop laughing! Actually, laugh. Whatever. It’s not happening. 
The point is that Crosby is closer to the mark than he should be. Since 
Nov. 27 — Crosby missed time at the start of the season after wrist 
surgery and a bout with COVID — he’s in fourth place league-wide with 
77 points. Only Jonathan Huberdeau, Auston Matthews and Johnny 
Gaudreau have more. It’s not possible for Crosby to fly under the radar, 
but this is as close as he can get. 

12. Edmonton Oilers 

Record: 43-26-6 

Last week: 12 

Dom rank: 12 

Sean rank: 12 

A reason to pay attention: Connor McDavid goes supernova 

The last month of the season is usually where McDavid really catches 
fire and starts torching the league. In the final two months of a season, 
McDavid has earned 193 points in 119 games, which is a 132-point pace. 
In every other month, he has 489 points in 361 games. That’s still a very 
strong 111-point pace, but it just doesn’t compare to what he does when 
the season is drawing to a close. That’s when he’s at his best and he’s 
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doing it again this season with 34 points in 22 games since the beginning 
of March. 

13. Nashville Predators 

Record: 42-27-5 

Last week: 13 

Dom rank: 13 

Sean rank: 14 

A reason to pay attention: Where does Roman Josi finish? 

You’re probably aware of the Norris arguments, at this point; Cale 
Makar’s defensive impacts are better than Josi’s, but so is his partner. 
Nashville’s offense runs through Josi, and he’s accumulating points (87) 
like he’s Ray Bourque, but Makar has 80 himself. Makar had the edge 
early; Josi has it late. Hitting 100 points — and he had a rare zero-point 
outing Wednesday against Edmonton — would probably be a nice, round 
number that’s also too big to ignore. There’s something singular about 
what we’re seeing out of Josi. That’s always worth attention. 

14. Washington Capitals 

Record: 41-23-10 

Last week: 14 

Dom rank: 14 

Sean rank: 13 

A reason to pay attention: Alex Ovechkin hitting 50 

No, this will never get boring. Ovechkin has eight 50-goal seasons to his 
name and I will never ever get tired of them. He’s four goals away with 
just nine games left. I say he does it. 

15. Vegas Golden Knights 

Record: 41-29-5 

Last week: 17 

Dom rank: 15 

Sean rank: 15 

A reason to pay attention: To see if they can pull this off 

We’re witnessing full-scale, game-by-game vibe shifts with Vegas. On 
Tuesday, they lost to Vancouver. Uh-oh. On Thursday, they stomped the 
Flames. Okey-dokey. Saturday against the Oilers feels like a potentially 
season-defining game … but they’ve had a few of those. Ultimately, 
they’re a point behind a sinking Kings team for third place in the Pacific 
with a game in hand. Logan Thompson again looked like a legit option in 
goal against Calgary. Jack Eichel was often the best player on the ice. 
Mark Stone is back. If Vegas blows this, it’ll be funny. If they don’t, we get 
to watch a first-round series between them and the Oilers. What’s not to 
like? 

16. Dallas Stars 

Record: 42-27-5 

Last week: 15 

Dom rank: 16 

Sean rank: 16 

A reason to pay attention: They’re one of the few teams kind of fighting 
for a playoff spot 

The top is set and the bottom is too. There isn’t much movement there. 
But the middle of the West is still kind of sort of spicy and the Stars are 
technically a part of that. Dallas has a near 90 percent chance at making 
the playoffs, so the team is pretty safe – but this is the Stars we’re talking 
about. Their lives are a roller coaster and at any point there’s a possibility 
they go on a five-game losing streak. That’s just the beauty of Stars 
hockey. It was only a few years ago where that very thing happened to 
this very team – one of the biggest playoff chokes in recent memory. 

Neither of us wants Stars fans to go through that pain again … but it 
would be funny. And it’s not impossible. 

17. Los Angeles Kings 

Record: 39-27-10 

Last week: 16 

Dom rank: 17 

Sean rank: 17 

A reason to pay attention: Can “The Kid Line” be all right? 

Saw this bit from Lisa Dillman after the Kings’ meltdown against 
Colorado: Gabe Vilardi has one goal in his past nine games; Rasmus 
Kupari, one in the last 15; and Quinton Byfield, one in the past 11. If the 
Kings are going to stay in playoff position — whether it’s in the Pacific or 
in one of the wild-card spots — over their last six games, they’re going to 
have to get something there. Those guys, along with some other young 
players, are reason to be excited about the Kings down the line, but that 
lack of production, in the moment, is a major problem. 

18. Vancouver Canucks 

Record: 37-28-10 

Last week: 19 

Dom rank: 18 

Sean rank: 18 

A reason to pay attention: To see if the NHL decides to tack on like eight 
more games to facilitate a playoff run 

Vancouver isn’t going to dig all the way out of the Travis Green hole, and 
that’s a shame. This is, if nothing else, an aesthetically pleasing squad. 
Lots of fun stuff happening, including the emergence of Vasily Podkolzin, 
who almost had a Coyotes-aided hat trick on Thursday. What a shot that 
kid has. 

Podkolzin has to be the most annoying Canuck to play against. He starts 
off back here, but is the first guy on the puck, and starts the play that 
ends with him sniping home the goal. 

Call the puck John Connor because Podkolzin is looking for it at all times. 
pic.twitter.com/UveREfbmoP 

— Wyatt Arndt (@TheStanchion) April 15, 2022 

19. Winnipeg Jets 

Record: 35-28-11 

Last week: 18 

Dom rank: 19 

Sean rank: 19 

A reason to pay attention: Figuring out if this is a playoff team next year 

Uhhhhhh, this is where things get a bit challenging, huh. I stared at this 
one for a while not really knowing what to say because the whole point of 
this is that it’s becoming hard to care about a lot of teams. That shouldn’t 
happen with a month left this high up the standings! But that’s the 
unfortunate reality for the Jets who currently sit 11th in the West and 
have no shot in hell of making it. Can they make it next year? Well, that’s 
a different question and the only real reason to keep tabs on Winnipeg 
down the stretch. Mark Scheifele, Nikolaj Ehlers and Connor Hellebuyck 
are playing their best hockey and that sparks some optimism, but is it 
enough? Keep tuning in, folks. 

20. New York Islanders 

Record: 34-30-9 

Last week: 20 

Dom rank: 20 

Sean rank: 20 
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A reason to pay attention: Signs of life from Kyle Palmieri 

The original intent here was to find an excuse to mention that Palmieri 
remains unrecognizable despite more than a year under Lou Lamoriello’s 
draconian anti-facial hair mandate. He’s as clean-shaven as he can be, 
and it’s unnatural. 

Turns out he’s also playing better. The Isles’ start doomed them, and it’s 
a shame. 

For anyone who is curious, it's looking like Kyle Palmieri is starting to 
break out of his ~2 season slump. Since the all-star break, he's shooting 
20% , is a top-50 scorer in the NHL, and trails only Matt Martin in terms 
of relative xG defensive among NY skaters. pic.twitter.com/cEPaj1yvgv 

— CJ Turtoro (@CJTDevil) April 13, 2022 

21. Buffalo Sabres 

Record: 27-38-11 

Last week: 23 

Dom rank: 21 

Sean rank: 21 

A reason to pay attention: The absolute best vibes in the league 

Every year there’s one team in the league’s basement that’s hell-bent on 
playing spoiler down the stretch. This year, the Sabres are that team and 
they look like they’re having a lot of fun doing it. Since March, the team is 
a very respectable 11-8-3 and have been the most watchable Sabres 
team in over a decade. That’s progress! 

Oh and there’s that Owen Power kid, too. 

22. Columbus Blue Jackets 

Record: 35-33-6 

Last week: 21 

Dom rank: 22 

Sean rank: 22 

A reason to pay attention: Jack Roslovic got “The Athletic Hockey Show” 
bump 

First, he has a hat trick. Then he comes on the show. Then he scores 
two more. Between him, a potentially rejuvenated Patrik Laine, Cole 
Sillinger, Kent Johnson and a handful of other young players, the Blue 
Jackets are interesting. They aren’t uninteresting. 

23. San Jose Sharks 

Record: 29-33-11 

Last week: 22 

Dom rank: 23 

Sean rank: 23 

A reason to pay attention: Kevin Labanc? Question mark? 

From two weeks ago, Sean hinted that we would do something like this 
offering up Labanc of all people as the inspiration. 

“Sean: I think I just found our theme for next week: Reasons to watch 
each team’s last 10 games. In some cases, though, the pickings are slim. 
How Kevin Labanc produces might be as good as we can do for San 
Jose.” 

I’m just gonna run with it because thinking about the Sharks at this stage 
of the season for anything longer than 10 seconds isn’t worth the trouble. 

24. Anaheim Ducks 

Record: 29-33-14 

Last week: 24 

Dom rank: 24 

Sean rank: 24 

A reason to pay attention: Tracking Trevor Zegras’ merch-moving ability 

Just got word from our Team Store that we have a restock of DUDE 
shirts online    

➡ https://t.co/zRSclTEDWI 

— Anaheim Ducks (@AnaheimDucks) April 14, 2022 

Saw these in person last week. I (Sean) had to remind myself of my 
profession to stop from purchasing one. I texted Dom instead. All he said 
was “great shirt.” Sometimes I wonder if he likes me at all. 

25. Ottawa Senators 

Record: 28-40-6 

Last week: 27 

Dom rank: 25 

Sean rank: 25 

A reason to pay attention: Josh Norris’s prolific power-play scoring 

Touched on this in 16 Stats earlier this week and then Norris goes ahead 
and pots another power-play goal on Thursday night to tie the game en 
route to a comeback win. Since 2007-08 the only regular power play 
forward to score more efficiently with the man advantage than Norris has 
been Chris Kreider this year. He’s been unreal and a key piece of 
Ottawa’s future. 

26. Chicago Blackhawks 

Record: 25-38-11 

Last week: 26 

Dom rank: 26 

Sean rank: 27 

A reason to pay attention: Hmm … probably none 

Mark Lazerus already tried to scrape some together for this team. Valiant 
effort, but no thanks. 

27. New Jersey Devils 

Record: 26-42-6 

Last week: 29 

Dom rank: 26 

Sean rank: 28 

A reason to pay attention: Jack Hug… oh 

Sad face. 

28. Detroit Red Wings 

Record: 29-35-10 

Last week: 25 

Dom rank: 28 

Sean rank: 27 

A reason to pay attention: Magnus Hellberg (?) 

Max says the deal is only for the rest of the year. Weird. 

29. Philadelphia Flyers 

Record: 23-40-11 

Last week: 28 

Dom rank: 29 

Sean rank: 29 
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A reason to pay attention: To see if they do something bad enough to be 
ranked behind the Suez Canal boat 

To be honest, I’m not sure why we haven’t ranked them behind that 
damn boat yet this season. It’s not like they don’t deserve it. We were too 
caught up trying to create new content that we forgot to play the hits. 

30. Seattle Kraken 

Record: 23-44-6 

Last week: 30 

Dom rank: 30 

Sean rank: 30 

A reason to pay attention: Matty Beniers 

The Kraken’s season was a dud, but their first-ever draft pick is in the 
building. It’s cool. Everything is cool. 

31. Montreal Canadiens 

Record: 20-43-11 

Last week: 32 

Dom rank: 31 

Sean rank: 31 

A reason to pay attention: Carey Price’s return 

It’s been a long time coming, but a return to the crease looks near. 
You’ve been greatly missed, Carey, welcome back. 

32. Arizona Coyotes 

Record: 22-47-5 

Last week: 31 

Dom rank: 32 

Sean rank: 32 

A reason to pay attention: The other teams 

Vancouver hung a seven-spot on them on Thursday night. Of Arizona’s 
last eight games, seven — Calgary, Carolina, Washington, St. Louis, 
Minnesota, Dallas and Nashville — are against playoff teams. Spoiler or 
facilitators? Let’s see how it goes. 
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The Athletic / dgb-grab-bag-nhl-points/ 

 

Sean McIndoe13-16 minutes 15/04/2022 

 

I wrote about the NHL’s loser point, which might also be a bonus point, in 
a piece earlier in this week. As always, that led to lots of readers making 
their own proposals for how the points system should work. 

You probably have your own ideas on what the NHL should do. And 
while you may not know it, your preferred system actually tells the rest of 
us something about you. 

The 3-2-1-0 system: You are mildly annoyed that everyone else is on the 
bandwagon now because you’re secretly pretty sure you remember 
inventing this idea back in 2007. 

Keep playing overtime until there’s a winner and if players don’t like it 
they can suck it up: You once watched an entire Coyotes/Blue Jackets 
game because the remote control fell on the floor three inches out of 
reach. 

Go back to each team having 20 ties a year the way it used to be and we 
were all fine with it: Your grandchildren don’t talk to you about politics 
anymore. 

You have to check the standings first because you’re perpetually in favor 
of whichever system would personally benefit your favorite team at any 
given moment: I mean, full credit for being honest. 

First team to score wins but it’s fine if one of them doesn’t even get a 
chance at possession: You are Patrick Mahomes. 

Keep giving out bonus points, but award them to teams that score five 
goals in a game to encourage offense: You have never made it more 
than five posts into a discussion thread without using the “Why are you 
booing me I’m right” meme. 

Two points for a regulation win, one point for an overtime/shootout win, 
no points for a loss: You have tweeted this idea to Pierre LeBrun roughly 
two dozen times over the years but he has never replied. 

Keep the current system but subtract points from teams who skill it up or 
get kind of smirky: Just stop talking, Tyson. 

Literally any idea with wins being worth four or even five points or that 
involves half-points: You can’t figure out why everyone slowly backs 
away from you while avoiding eye contact whenever you start talking 
about this. 

Stop making it an automatic minor and just treat it like icing: You are 100 
percent correct but also you have wandered into the wrong argument. 

Do whatever, who even cares, nothing matters: You are a Flyers fan. 

Keep the current system as-is, it’s perfect: You are an NHL GM or Gary 
Bettman and literally nobody else on the planet. 

The three stars of comedy 

The third star: Eric Furlatt — Refs didn’t try this stuff on the Wings when 
Bobby Probert was around, you kids out there. 

Referee Eric Furlatt punches @DetroitRedWings @Adamerne73 in the 
face. 

Ref. Two minutes. Roughing.#DETvsEDM #HeSkatedRightIntoHisFist 
#KnockingOnTheWindshield #RedWings pic.twitter.com/67SzR4gjPo 

— Scouting The Refs (@ScoutingTheRefs) March 16, 2022 

The second star: Freddie Anderson — I’m not sure what’s happening 
here but I love it. 

Freddie what   pic.twitter.com/zl0GpemOED 

— x-Carolina Hurricanes (@Canes) April 13, 2022 

The first star: Kevin Weekes — The trade deadline already feels like it 
was four months ago, but the gimmick of Weekes showing up in random 
locations to break trades was one of the highlights. 

Sources say that @KevinWeekes can break news anywhere. 
#NHLTradeDeadline pic.twitter.com/ijJfCaxUjw 

— NHL (@NHL) March 21, 2022 

Be It Resolved 

The NFL met to decide on new rules a few weeks ago, including these 
proposals: 

New proposed OT rule changes from the Colts, Eagles and Titans, via 
@NFL: pic.twitter.com/L9tLSuoTHx 

— Adam Schefter (@AdamSchefter) March 16, 2022 

That’s brilliant. I desperately need the NHL to steal this idea and 
implement it right away. 

No, not to the overtime thing. The NFL has been tweaking that for years, 
and will keep doing it forever. I’m no fan of the NHL’s whole 
overtime/shootout mess, but we don’t care what the NFL does about 
theirs. 
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No, I mean we need to steal the part where each proposal has a team 
attached to it. 

How fun would that be? These days, we usually only hear vague 
murmurs about proposed changes being considered. Every once in a 
while, we might find out that some GM is pushing for something (like Ken 
Holland with three-on-three overtime), or hear about a team proposing 
something years after the fact (like the Lightning trying to close the cap 
loophole they’d go on to use). But for most of this stuff, we barely get 
anything at all. 

Screw that. Let’s make the teams put their name on their proposals. 

You’re telling me you wouldn’t want to know whether an idea came from 
your favorite team, or their archrival? You wouldn’t want to see who’d 
team up, like the Eagles and Colts up above, and who’d be left on their 
own like the Titans? I would absolutely track whose proposals went 
through and whose didn’t, and then use that information to create wild 
conspiracy theories about who was favoring who. 

We’d all get so mad. It would be fun. 

So be it resolved: Every new rule has to have a team associated with it. 
(Um, starting with the one after this one. For some reason, NHL teams 
aren’t returning my calls these days.) 

Obscure former player of the week 

One of the cool things about writing about weird hockey stuff online is 
that people will occasionally reach out and tell you about some other 
weird hockey stuff you didn’t know about. That happened to me recently, 
when reader Sandy opened my eyes to the fascinating world of biological 
organisms that are named after members of the 1989-90 Edmonton 
Oilers. 

Don’t bother going back to re-read that, you had it right the first time. 

Apparently, if you discover a new organism, you get to name it after 
something or someone, and lots of people choose celebrities. That would 
appear to include at least one Oilers fan, because there are 13 players 
from that Cup-winning 1989-90 team that have an organism officially 
named after them. The list includes guys you’d expect, like Mark Messier, 
Glenn Anderson and Jari Kurri. It also includes this week’s obscure 
player: defenseman Geoff Smith. 

Smith was the No. 63 pick in the 1987 draft, going a few picks ahead of 
future NHL coaches Mike Sullivan and Joe Sacco. He played for Canada 
at the 1989 world juniors, then made his Oilers debut the following 
season. He’d step into the lineup right away, playing 74 games of mostly 
tidy defense, and shared the all-rookie team blue line with fellow blue-
chipper Brad Shaw. He dressed for three games in the playoffs that year, 
helping the Oilers win their fifth Stanley Cup in seven years. 

He’d go on to play 10 NHL seasons for the Oilers, Panthers and 
Rangers, recording 18 goals and 91 points in 462 career games. After his 
playing days were over, he went into coaching. 

That’s a solid career, if a little on the unspectacular side. It also earned 
him the honor of having the songkania smithi named after him. 
Apparently, it’s a trilobite, and looks like it’s maybe a kind of bug or 
something? I’m not really sure, but I encourage you to do your own 
research. 

My favorite part of this story: The guys on that team who didn’t get 
anything named after them. Sorry to names like leading playoff scorer 
Craig Simpson or triple-overtime hero Petr Klima. You guys were key 
parts of the team, but you were no Geoff Smith. 

Classic YouTube clip breakdown 

This month marks the 30th anniversary of one of the most important 
stories in NHL history, and it’s one that a lot of modern fans don’t seem 
to know much about. So today, let’s travel back three decades and revisit 
the time that the NHL season was nearly canceled a few days before the 
playoffs were supposed to start. 

• It’s April 1, 1992, and we’re about 78 games into an 80-game season. 
But that might be all we’re going to get, because the NHL has just been 
hit with the first work stoppage in the history of the league. In what’s 

either league-altering news or the world’s worst April Fools joke, the 
players have just gone on strike. 

• Yes, a strike, and yes, in April. If you’re wondering why the NHL always 
seems so eager to lock out its players at the first opportunity as soon as 
a CBA expires, well, here you go. Back in 1991-92, the league rolled the 
dice on playing out a season with an expired CBA, and the players used 
that leverage to stage a late-season walkout that threatened to cancel 
the playoffs. Oops! 

• Our clip here is from a special one-hour edition of SportsDesk on TSN, 
and features a few familiar faces, beginning with Michael Landsberg. 
He’s introducing the story using some somber and foreboding language, 
which you are not hearing because you’re distracted by how awesome 
that old nine-monitor background was. It was a thing of beauty, as long 
as your story was about a word with exactly three, six or nine letters. 
Hey, we’re in luck. 

• We throw it to Gord Miller, who somehow looks exactly the same as he 
does today. He cuts to a clip of Bob Goodenow, who gets to formally 
announce the strike because this is his supervillain origin story. 

• We’re told that players have authorized the strike by a vote of 560-4, 
and don’t you desperately want to know who those four players were? 
They’re probably still locked in a shed with Pierre Dagenais. But it’s a 
decisive vote, and Goodenow is so fired up by the mandate that he’s 
worn his ugliest tie. 

• A background shot reveals several familiar faces of players, including 
Brian Leetch and Glenn Healy, and we quickly cut to Mike Gartner for 
more doom and gloom. That’s followed by another camera pan of more 
players and/or the cast of the hit show “Mullets Aplenty.” 

• We get quotes from Dave Ellett, who plays for the Leafs and so 
probably doesn’t care about the playoffs getting canceled but still 
dressed up in the shirt he bought at the same place Goodenow gets his 
ties. There’s also Kirk Muller, who recognizes the severity of the situation 
by using every single muscle in his face to try to repress his instinctive 
urge to be grinning like a maniac at all times. 

• Miller tells us that it’s now up to the owners to make the next offer, and 
as a modern-day fan, you probably figure that’s that and the season is 
lost. But then you remember that this is back before Gary Bettman 
arrived, so it’s possible that the owner’s response will be something other 
than a smirk and a double-bird. Indeed, John Ziegler is here to offer 
some cautious optimism, which is unusual. Not the optimism, I mean 
something important happening and Ziegler actually being around. 

• I realize I’m very old and most of you kids are going to have to trust me 
here, but this story felt huge at the time. We really thought the NHL might 
scrap its playoffs, which no league had ever done; this was still two years 
before the MLB disaster of 1994. GMs like David Poile were talking as if 
the season was already over. Even Bruce McNall, who was so pro-player 
he was practically an agent, was pissed. (And yes, that’s the same 
McNall who was a few years away from a fraud conviction playing the 
“imagine if I didn’t honor a contract” card, which is probably the funniest 
thing in this entire section.) 

• We also hear from Marcel Aubut, who is probably wondering why the 
two sides don’t just agree to multiple deals and then let an arbitrator 
figure it out. 

• Finally, we arrive at the real crux of the problem: The owners say 
they’re losing money, but the players don’t believe them. Gosh, can’t 
imagine why NHL players wouldn’t just accept whatever they were told 
about finances. Although in hindsight, hearing “we can’t survive like this” 
soundbites from both the Nordiques and the Jets here is a little bit “on the 
nose.” 

• After a short interview with Bill Torrey, we skip ahead to Day 2, where 
Landsberg tells us there’s “really no optimism, no real hope of a fast 
solution.” And that’s true, because the strike wouldn’t be settled for 
another (checks notes) few days. Yeah, these things moved quicker back 
in the day. 

• Hey by the way, would you like to know what the biggest sticking point 
was in this whole dispute that nearly canceled a postseason? If you said 
a salary cap, free-agency rights or guaranteed contracts, you are wrong. 
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If you said trading cards, you are old, because that’s the correct answer. I 
don’t know what to tell you, the early ’90s were a weird time to be alive. 

• But yeah, this was all settled within about a week, and you can watch 
this same TSN crew break that news in this clip. The new agreement 
saved the postseason, but it was a short-term deal that set the stage for 
Bettman’s arrival in 1993 and the league’s first lockout in 1994. That’s the 
one that cost the league half a season, not to mention all the momentum 
it had built up from a high-scoring era and the Rangers’ Cup win, all for 
no discernible benefit. 

• Oh well, as long as we still get a partial season in and the Stanley Cup 
isn’t won by some boring defensive team that everyone will copy for the 
next 25 years, we’ll probably be fine … 

Have a question, suggestion, old YouTube clip, or anything else you’d 
like to see included in this column? Email Sean at [email protected]. 

(Photo of Predators forward Ryan Johansen after scoring in overtime on 
April 12 vs. San Jose: Christopher Hanewinckel / USA Today) 

Sean McIndoe has been a senior NHL writer with The Athletic since 
2018. He launched Down Goes Brown in 2008 and has been writing 
about hockey ever since, with stops including Grantland, Sportsnet and 
Vice Sports. His book, The Down Goes Brown History of the NHL, is 
available in book stores now. Follow Sean on Twitter 
@DownGoesBrown. 
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ESPN / NHL playoff watch standings update - What's at stake in the 2022 
draft lottery 

 

Tim Kavanagh 

 

        Tim Kavanagh is a senior NHL editor for ESPN. He's a native of 
upstate New York. 

Some nights there are a bounty of NHL games on the schedule, a large 
proportion of which have massive impacts on the playoff races. 

Then there are nights like Friday, with three of four teams headed to the 
draft lottery, and one team eight points clear of the club below them. (And 
we can't blame the schedule-making crew either, as all four of these 
teams were in the playoffs last season.) 

In any event, now is as good a time as any to take a gander at some of 
the top prospects available for the teams that are near the bottom of the 
standings, and atop the draft lottery board. 

No. 1 on most draft boards (including TSN's Bob McKenzie and Craig 
Button, along with Sportsnet) is Kingston Frontenacs center Shane 
Wright. The Burlington, Ontario, native was the sixth player granted 
"exceptional player" status by the OHL, which allowed him to begin 
playing in that league a year earlier (joining the likes of John Tavares, 
Aaron Ekblad and Connor McDavid). As Wright told our Greg Wyshynski 
in the fall, he models his game more after Patrice Bergeron than a heavy 
scoring type, but getting that kind of player would certainly be nice for 
any of the teams that wind up selecting No. 1. 

Another center who finds himself near the top of many rankings (and at 
the very top of those by Chris Peters of Daily Faceoff) is Logan Cooley of 
the U.S. national under-18 team (NTDP). Cooley is also a center, and 
seems like another player that most lottery teams could use. As Peters 
writes: "Cooley's game is all about speed. His pace is exceptional and 
troubles defenders in his peer group. He can burn the opposition in 
transition and creates havoc in the offensive zone with his ability to 
navigate through traffic and find soft areas before the other team even 
knows they're there." 

Beyond the North American prospects is Slovak winger Juraj Slafkovsky, 
who has been plying his trade for TPS in the Liiga (Finland) this season. 
Beyond his professional play there, he suited up for Slovakia at the 

Olympics, where the country won a bronze medal and he took home 
MVP honors for the tournament -- no big deal. As we know, current NHL 
players didn't participate in the Beijing Games, but a lot of ex-NHL 
players did, as well as a number of elite players from NCAA hockey and 
pro leagues elsewhere. 

Those are just three of the 224 players that will be selected in this year's 
draft, which will be televised on ESPN networks on July 7 and 8. 

As we enter the final stretch of the 2021-22 regular season, it's time to 
check in on all the playoff races -- along with the teams jockeying for 
position in the 2022 NHL draft lottery. 

Note: Playoff chances are via FiveThirtyEight. Tragic numbers are 
courtesy of Damian Echevarrieta of the NHL. 

Jump ahead: 

Current playoff matchups 

Today's games 

Last night's scores 

Expanded standings 

Race for No. 1 pick 

Current playoff matchups 

Eastern Conference 

A1 Florida Panthers vs. WC2 Washington Capitals 

A2 Toronto Maple Leafs vs. A3 Tampa Bay Lightning 

M1 Carolina Hurricanes vs. WC1 Boston Bruins 

M2 New York Rangers vs. M3 Pittsburgh Penguins 

Western Conference 

C1 Colorado Avalanche vs. WC2 Dallas Stars 

C2 Minnesota Wild vs. C3 St. Louis Blues 

P1 Calgary Flames vs. WC1 Nashville Predators 

P2 Edmonton Oilers vs. P3 Los Angeles Kings 

Friday's games 

Note: All times Eastern. All out-of-market, non-NHL Network games 
available to stream on ESPN+. 

New York Islanders at Montreal Canadiens, 7 p.m. 

Winnipeg Jets at Florida Panthers, 7 p.m. (NHLN) 

Thursday's scoreboard 

Watch In the Crease on ESPN+ for highlights from every game. 

Ottawa Senators 3, Boston Bruins 2 

St. Louis Blues 6, Buffalo Sabres 2 

Toronto Maple Leafs 7, Washington Capitals 3 

Tampa Bay Lightning 4, Anaheim Ducks 3 (OT) 

Pittsburgh Penguins 6, New York Islanders 3 

Detroit Red Wings 3, Carolina Hurricanes 0 

Edmonton Oilers 4, Nashville Predators 0 

Minnesota Wild 3, Dallas Stars 2 (OT) 

Chicago Blackhawks 5, San Jose Sharks 4 (SO) 

Colorado Avalanche 3, New Jersey Devils 1 

Vegas Golden Knights 6, Calgary Flames 1 

Vancouver Canucks 7, Arizona Coyotes 1 
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Expanded standings 

Atlantic Division 

x - Florida Panthers 

Points: 110 

Regulation wins: 38 

Playoff position: A1 

Games left: 9 

Next game: vs. WPG (Friday) 

Playoff chances: 100% 

Tragic number: N/A 

x - Toronto Maple Leafs 

Points: 102 

Regulation wins: 41 

Playoff position: A2 

Games left: 8 

Next game: @ OTT (Saturday) 

Playoff chances: 100% 

Tragic number: N/A 

x - Tampa Bay Lightning 

Points: 98 

Regulation wins: 33 

Playoff position: A3 

Games left: 8 

Next game: vs. WPG (Saturday) 

Playoff chances: 100% 

Tragic number: N/A 

Boston Bruins 

Points: 95 

Regulation wins: 35 

Playoff position: WC1 

Games left: 8 

Next game: vs. PIT (Saturday) 

Playoff chances: >99% 

Tragic number: N/A 

e - Detroit Red Wings 

Points: 68 

Regulation wins: 18 

Playoff position: N/A 

Games left: 8 

Next game: @ NYR (Saturday) 

Playoff chances: 0% 

Tragic number: E 

e - Buffalo Sabres 

Points: 65 

Regulation wins: 21 

Playoff position: N/A 

Games left: 6 

Next game: vs. PHI (Saturday) 

Playoff chances: 0% 

Tragic number: E 

e - Ottawa Senators 

Points: 62 

Regulation wins: 24 

Playoff position: N/A 

Games left: 8 

Next game: vs. TOR (Saturday) 

Playoff chances: 0% 

Tragic number: E 

e - Montreal Canadiens 

Points: 51 

Regulation wins: 14 

Playoff position: N/A 

Games left: 8 

Next game: vs. NYI (Friday) 

Playoff chances: 0% 

Tragic number: E 

Metropolitan Division 

x - Carolina Hurricanes 

Points: 104 

Regulation wins: 42 

Playoff position: M1 

Games left: 7 

Next game: @ COL (Saturday) 

Playoff chances: 100% 

Tragic number: N/A 

x - New York Rangers 

Points: 102 

Regulation wins: 40 

Playoff position: M2 

Games left: 7 

Next game: vs. DET (Saturday) 

Playoff chances: 100% 

Tragic number: N/A 

x - Pittsburgh Penguins 

Points: 97 

Regulation wins: 34 

Playoff position: M3 

Games left: 6 

Next game: @ BOS (Saturday) 

Playoff chances: 100% 
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Tragic number: N/A 

Washington Capitals 

Points: 92 

Regulation wins: 32 

Playoff position: WC2 

Games left: 8 

Next game: @ MTL (Saturday) 

Playoff chances: >99% 

Tragic number: N/A 

New York Islanders 

Points: 77 

Regulation wins: 31 

Playoff position: N/A 

Games left: 9 

Next game: @ MTL (Friday) 

Playoff chances: <1% 

Tragic number: 3 

Columbus Blue Jackets 

Points: 76 

Regulation wins: 24 

Playoff position: N/A 

Games left: 8 

Next game: @ LA (Saturday) 

Playoff chances: <1% 

Tragic number: 1 

e - New Jersey Devils 

Points: 58 

Regulation wins: 18 

Playoff position: N/A 

Games left: 8 

Next game: @ SEA (Saturday) 

Playoff chances: 0% 

Tragic number: E 

e - Philadelphia Flyers 

Points: 57 

Regulation wins: 18 

Playoff position: N/A 

Games left: 8 

Next game: @ BUF (Saturday) 

Playoff chances: 0% 

Tragic number: E 

Central Division 

x - Colorado Avalanche 

Points: 114 

Regulation wins: 44 

Playoff position: C1 

Games left: 8 

Next game: vs. CAR (Saturday) 

Playoff chances: 100% 

Tragic number: N/A 

Minnesota Wild 

Points: 98 

Regulation wins: 33 

Playoff position: C2 

Games left: 9 

Next game: @ STL (Saturday) 

Playoff chances: >99% 

Tragic number: N/A 

St. Louis Blues 

Points: 98 

Regulation wins: 40 

Playoff position: C3 

Games left: 8 

Next game: vs. MIN (Saturday) 

Playoff chances: >99% 

Tragic number: N/A 

Nashville Predators 

Points: 89 

Regulation wins: 34 

Playoff position: WC1 

Games left: 8 

Next game: vs. CHI (Saturday) 

Playoff chances: 90% 

Tragic number: N/A 

Dallas Stars 

Points: 89 

Regulation wins: 28 

Playoff position: WC2 

Games left: 8 

Next game: vs. SJ (Saturday) 

Playoff chances: 89% 

Tragic number: N/A 

Winnipeg Jets 

Points: 81 

Regulation wins: 28 

Playoff position: N/A 

Games left: 8 

Next game: @ FLA (Friday) 

Playoff chances: <1% 

Tragic number: 8 
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e - Chicago Blackhawks 

Points: 61 

Regulation wins: 15 

Playoff position: N/A 

Games left: 8 

Next game: @ NSH (Saturday) 

Playoff chances: 0% 

Tragic number: E 

e - Arizona Coyotes 

Points: 49 

Regulation wins: 16 

Playoff position: N/A 

Games left: 8 

Next game: @ CGY (Saturday) 

Playoff chances: 0% 

Tragic number: E 

Pacific Division 

Calgary Flames 

Points: 99 

Regulation wins: 40 

Playoff position: P1 

Games left: 8 

Next game: vs. ARI (Saturday) 

Playoff chances: >99% 

Tragic number: N/A 

Edmonton Oilers 

Points: 92 

Regulation wins: 34 

Playoff position: P2 

Games left: 7 

Next game: vs. VGK (Saturday) 

Playoff chances: 98% 

Tragic number: N/A 

Los Angeles Kings 

Points: 88 

Regulation wins: 30 

Playoff position: P3 

Games left: 6 

Next game: vs. CBJ (Saturday) 

Playoff chances: 49% 

Tragic number: N/A 

Vegas Golden Knights 

Points: 87 

Regulation wins: 33 

Playoff position: N/A 

Games left: 7 

Next game: @ EDM (Saturday) 

Playoff chances: 63% 

Tragic number: 12 

Vancouver Canucks 

Points: 84 

Regulation wins: 30 

Playoff position: N/A 

Games left: 7 

Next game: vs. DAL (Monday) 

Playoff chances: 10% 

Tragic number: 9 

e - Anaheim Ducks 

Points: 72 

Regulation wins: 20 

Playoff position: N/A 

Games left: 6 

Next game: vs. CBJ (Sunday) 

Playoff chances: 0% 

Tragic number: E 

e - San Jose Sharks 

Points: 69 

Regulation wins: 20 

Playoff position: N/A 

Games left: 9 

Next game: @ DAL (Saturday) 

Playoff chances: 0% 

Tragic number: E 

e - Seattle Kraken 

Points: 52 

Regulation wins: 20 

Playoff position: N/A 

Games left: 9 

Next game: vs. NJ (Saturday) 

Playoff chances: 0% 

Tragic number: E 

Race for the No. 1 pick 

The NHL uses a draft lottery to determine the order at the top of the first 
round, so the team that finishes in last place is not guaranteed the No. 1 
selection. As of 2021, a team may move up a maximum of 10 spots if it 
wins the lottery, so only 11 teams are eligible for the draw for the No. 1 
pick. Full details on the process can be found here. 

1. Arizona Coyotes 

Points: 49 

Regulation wins: 16 

2. Montreal Canadiens 
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Points: 51 

Regulation wins: 14 

3. Seattle Kraken 

Points: 52 

Regulation wins: 20 

4. Philadelphia Flyers 

Points: 57 

Regulation wins: 18 

5. New Jersey Devils 

Points: 58 

Regulation wins: 18 

6. Chicago Blackhawks 

Points: 61 

Regulation wins: 15 

7. Ottawa Senators 

Points: 62 

Regulation wins: 24 

8. Buffalo Sabres 

Points: 65 

Regulation wins: 21 

9. Detroit Red Wings 

Points: 68 

Regulation wins: 18 

10. San Jose Sharks 

Points: 69 

Regulation wins: 20 

11. Anaheim Ducks 

Points: 72 

Regulation wins: 20 

12. Columbus Blue Jackets 

Points: 76 

Regulation wins: 24 

13. New York Islanders 

Points: 77 

Regulation wins: 31 

14. Winnipeg Jets 

Points: 81 

Regulation wins: 28 

15. Vancouver Canucks 

Points: 84 

Regulation wins: 30 

16. Vegas Golden Knights 

Points: 87 

Regulation wins: 33 

Notes on conditionally traded picks impacting the top 16: 

    Columbus will receive Chicago's first-round pick if Chicago does not 
win either of the two draws in the 2022 draft lottery. Otherwise, the pick 
defers to 2023. 

    Buffalo will receive Vegas' first-round pick if it is outside the top 10 
selections. Otherwise, the pick defers to 2023.  
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Sportsnet.ca / Loud and proud Canadiens fans give Price exactly what 
he needs in return 

 

MONTREAL — It was April 4, 2018, and Carey Price had just completed 
his 557th start to pass Jacques Plante for top spot on the Montreal 
Canadiens all-time list. He was quietly filing his equipment away ahead of 
holding court with the media from his dressing-room stall. 

I saw him in my periphery, but he wasn’t my focus. I was standing and 
chatting with Paul Byron, committed to writing about how the former 
waiver-wire scoop had just passed the 20-goal mark for a second 
consecutive season and authored a pretty compelling story I was more 
interested in elaborating on after dedicating my previous column to Price 
tying Plante for this particular milestone. 

After all, what was achieved by Price on that night didn’t put him past 
Plante on the franchise’s all-time wins list — Price would do that a little 
less than a year later with his 314th victory as Canadien — and talking to 
him could wait as it was merely going to enable me to ensure I could 
collect a quote worth using as a footnote to Byron’s unique 
accomplishment. 

We were mere seconds into Price’s availability when my plan changed 
and rendered Byron’s story the footnote to a moment that I knew would 
forever be seared into my memory. 

During the game, coming out of a television timeout, the Canadiens ran a 
tribute to Price’s career on the scoreboard, which featured highlight 
saves and video messages from Montreal legends Patrick Roy and Ken 
Dryden. As it wrapped, fans at Bell Centre erupted, offering Price the 
biggest ovation he’d experienced in all his time in Montreal to that point. 

The Canadiens went on to lose Price’s 557th start to the Winnipeg Jets, 
which was quite apropos considering how much they — and he — had 
struggled that season. 

Afterwards, someone asked Price what that tribute and ovation meant to 
him, and his response leveled me. 

“It was definitely an emotional moment for myself,” started Price, teary-
eyed. “I didn’t expect it to be, but that video and that ovation was 
something that I really needed. I’m really thankful and really appreciate 
that.” 

Something that I really needed. 

This was Carey Price, the franchise goaltender; Carey Price, who was 
anointed the Canadiens’ saviour the day he was drafted in 2005 and 
considered to be that from the minute he helped Canada capture world 
junior gold in 2007 to the minute he earned MVP honours with the Calder 
Cup champion Hamilton Bulldogs through the day he took over as starter 
from Christobal Huet in his rookie season and just about all the way 
through to him setting this record; Carey Price, Olympic gold medallist; 
Carey Price, world champion; Carey Price, Hart, Vezina and Jennings 
winner; Carey Price, Ted Lindsay Award recipient. 

I couldn’t get over this person saying he needed to feel love from a fan 
base that had long ago deified him. 

Price had always played it cool, bordering on indifferent. But not then, 
and it was a profound moment. 

But for as surprising it was to hear those words come out of his mouth, it 
was understandable. The Carey Price we saw that season appeared 
nothing like the decorated legend he had become. He was virtually 
unrecognizable in the early months, which played a considerable role in 
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the Canadiens falling well out of the playoff picture quickly and never 
recovering, and he heard more boos and mock cheers along the way 
than he likely ever thought he would from his crease. 

It hurt him. 

But I never knew how much until that night. It wasn’t until after allowing 
five goals to the Jets and saying how much the crowd’s 
acknowledgement of him passing Plante meant to him that I truly 
understood just how much all of this means to him. 

I have thought a lot about those words — and the feelings behind them 
— many times since. I’ve especially thought about them since July, with 
Price going from the Stanley Cup Final straight into knee surgery, and 
since October, with him going from preparing for training camp to 
preparing to announce to the world he was stepping away from hockey 
and into a rehabilitation facility to hopefully remedy a long-existing 
substance abuse problem. 

Those words resonated when he returned from treatment, and they were 
once again ringing in my ears all throughout Friday, with Price finally 
breaking through several setbacks to return for the 696th start of his 
career. 

After a 284-day absence from his crease, the 34-year-old made his way 
towards it during warmup with the familiar — and no doubt comforting — 
roars from the fans echoing throughout the Bell Centre. 

It was special. 

But when Price was introduced as a member of the starting lineup and 
given a spine-tingling ovation, it turned this into one of the most 
memorable nights in recent Canadiens history — and certainly that of the 
26-year-old Bell Centre’s. 

Emotions stirred every time the fans chanted, “CAREY! CAREY! 
CAREY!” 

They did it after Price’s first save of the night — a casual blocker-save on 
Kyle Palmieri at 3:32 of the first period — and did it seven more times 
before the New York Islanders skated off the ice 3-0 victors. 

That moment back in 2018 rushed back to mind and made it needless to 
guess about what this one meant to Price. 

“Obviously, it was heartwarming,” he said after the game. “Made me feel 
really, I guess, wanted.” 

That Price said that only reinforced how much validation from Canadiens 
fans means to him. 

He needed this. 

His wife, Angela, and his kids, Liv, Millie and Lincoln, who sat along the 
glass and held a sign saying, “We Love you Dada,” needed this. His 
parents, Jerry and Lynda, needed this. The fans in attendance — and 
those watching at home — needed this. And the Canadiens, who haven’t 
had much of anything to celebrate during this brutal season, needed this, 
too. 

“He’s been the face of the franchise ever since he came into the 
organization, and he carries a lot of weight on his shoulders and is a 
great role model for everybody and really is a Montreal Canadien down 
to his core,” said teammate Nick Suzuki. “Just to have him back is 
special. The fans feel that, and so do we.” 

The Canadiens showed it in the way they played, piling up 89 shot 
attempts to New York’s 39 and dominating the game with the exception 
of two sloppy sequences. 

Ilya Sorokin was otherworldly in the Islanders’ net. 

Price was Price. He was helpless on a 3-on-0 rush that turned into the 
first goal he allowed since Game 5 of the Final, with Zach Parise easily 
finishing Mat Barzal’s pass to put the Islanders up 1-0 in the fifth minute 
of the third period. He had no chance on the Noah Dobson goal that 
followed, and certainly none on the one he watched hit an empty net as 
he sat on the bench so the Canadiens could ice an extra attacker. He 
made 17 good saves, and once again got to hear the crowd chant his 
name as the final seconds ticked off the clock and the puck found his 
glove. 

The fans were so generous with Price, with their opening ovation paused 
for a moment of silence to honour the life of legendary local — and 
Islanders — hero Mike Bossy, who passed away from lung cancer earlier 
in the day, at age 65. They showered him with affection he soaked in 
while trying to, as he put it, “stay focused because I wanted to play well 
tonight.” 

“He’s a quiet guy, he’s got such a calm and passive demeanor to him,” 
said Byron. “But I know deep down that that meant a lot to him. It meant 
a lot to his family. He doesn’t always express his emotions, but I can 
imagine getting that kind of welcome back from the crowd. They showed 
how much they really love him, and it’s been an incredible run he’s had 
here in his career. He’s an incredible goalie, and everyone was really 
happy to have him back — us included — so special night for him.” 

Never mind whether or not it was one of Price’s last ones in a Canadiens 
uniform, or in this league for that matter. There will be plenty of time to 
speculate on his future, and all he had to say about it was that his focus 
from here to the end of the season would be to “just to start feeling good 
about my game in general,” and just “to be able to feel like I’m playing at 
a level that I feel is acceptable.” 

Price said he felt good overall, perhaps a bit rusty in his reads, but 
prepared and “not out of place.” 

He didn’t have to say he missed this; it was obvious. He missed 
everything about it as his rehabilitation from knee surgery dragged on 
due to, as he put it, his age and the movements required from his 
position. 

“It’s everything that goes with the game — being able to sit there in your 
stall before the game and have a few laughs, the preparation and the 
focus and the competitive nature of the game,” Price said after he was 
asked what specifically he missed. “Everything that goes along with it —
the buzz of the crowd, making a save, hearing the chants.” 

They’ve always meant a lot to him. More than I, or anyone else, ever 
imagined. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Players should think twice about accepting findings of 
independent NHLPA-Beach report 

 

Editor's Note: The following story deals with sexual assault, and may be 
distressing for some readers. 

If you or someone you know is in need of support, those in Canada can 
find province-specific centres, crisis lines and services here. For readers 
in America, a list of resources and references for survivors and their 
loved ones can be found here. 

The NHLPA released the independent report it commissioned to review 
its handling of the Kyle Beach matter on Friday morning. The conclusion: 
“Beach’s warnings about (Brad) Aldrich were not addressed on account 
of miscommunication and misunderstanding, rather than any individual or 
systemic failure.” 

Reading the document, I cannot agree. 

One of the biggest differences between the Chicago Blackhawks’ Block & 
Jenner report and this NHLPA version (commissioned to the law firm 
Cozen O’Connor) is the testimony of Dr. Brian Shaw. 

Shaw, a program administrator for the NHL/NHLPA Player Assistance 
Program, told Blackhawk investigators he had no records or recollection 
of meeting with Beach. 

This time around, it is different. 

Beach did not meet with the NHLPA’s investigators. He has stated he 
was given Shaw’s contact information after finding out Aldrich was 
working with USA Hockey. Shaw provided more detailed testimony for 
this document. 
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“In our interview with him,” reads the NHLPA’s report. “Dr. Shaw provided 
a much more detailed recollection of his telephone call with Beach than 
he did in connection with the Jenner Report, explaining that his interview 
by the Jenner investigators was cursory and focused exclusively on 
whether he had ‘met’ with Beach — which he interpreted to be asking 
whether he had physically met with Beach — as opposed to speaking 
with him by phone, as was in fact the case.” 

“Dr. Shaw told us that he received a phone call from Beach in early 2011. 
Dr. Shaw recalled that Beach was ‘concerned, very concerned,’ and 
explained that he, Beach, had been referred or told to call Dr. Shaw 
through the NHLPA. Dr. Shaw told us that the call lasted approximately 
10 to 20 minutes, during which Beach reported that he had been sexually 
assaulted by Aldrich in 2010. Beach described the assault in some detail, 
and answered Dr. Shaw’s questions about what actions he had taken 
thereafter. 

"Specifically, Dr. Shaw remembered that Beach said he had not gone to 
the police, but had reported the assault within the Blackhawks 
organization. Dr. Shaw recalled that Beach wanted ‘someone’ to contact 
USA Hockey and tell them what he had experienced; Beach was 
concerned that USA Hockey needed to know about it because he had 
learned that Aldrich was now working there. Dr. Shaw explained that 
Beach was very upset during this conversation; accordingly, Dr. Shaw 
sought to reassure him by telling him words to the effect that ‘someone’ 
or ‘they’ would ‘handle’ or ‘take care of’ contacting USA Hockey. Dr. 
Shaw also emphasized that he asked several times whether Beach 
wanted a referral for treatment or therapy, and that each time Beach 
declined that offer. 

"Accordingly, Dr. Shaw never opened a file for Beach. Dr. Shaw 
explained to us that he assumed that either Gurney or someone at the 
NHLPA would be the one to ‘handle’ contacting USA Hockey. He offered 
assurances to Beach that he was sure USA Hockey would be contacted 
only to address Beach’s obvious distress about getting the word out 
about Aldrich. But he never believed that he was offering to be the 
person to contact USA Hockey about Aldrich on Beach’s behalf, nor did 
he think that he made such a suggestion to Beach. Indeed, Dr. Shaw 
observed to us that he does not know anyone affiliated with USA 
Hockey.” 

Later, the report, which can be read in its entirety here, indicates “Black 
Ace 1,” a teammate of Beach’s, also spoke to Shaw by phone. (Warning: 
Contents may be distressing for some readers). 

“Dr. Shaw interpreted Black Ace 1’s call as an attempt to provide some 
background on Aldrich, to ensure that he, Dr. Shaw, would find Beach’s 
report credible. Dr. Shaw also noted that he found this unnecessary, 
because he found Beach’s account to be ‘100 per cent credible.’” 

I’m not a lawyer. I don’t know the full extent of reporting rules. But, after 
reading this passage, I don’t understand how anyone can claim there 
wasn’t any “systemic failure” here. We have what its own doctor called a 
credible report of a sexual assault. And it didn’t go anywhere. 

I don’t understand how Donald Fehr, NHLPA leadership and Cozen 
O’Connor can look at this and claim anything but systemic failure. 

The immediate aftermath of this report — delayed several hours due to a 
power failure — is in stark contrast to what happened with the 
Blackhawks. GM Stan Bowman and senior vice-president of hockey 
operations Al MacIsaac were forced to resign right away. Former head 
coach Joel Quenneville, then with Florida, was gone days later. 

We have not seen their individual testimony, nor have they made any 
public statements. But they were disciplined, publicly and harshly, for a 
failure to report. NHL commissioner Gary Bettman and deputy 
commissioner Bill Daly took heavy criticism for their first media 
conference, the next week. 

The NHLPA investigation provides more detailed personal testimony. We 
have a much clearer picture of what occurred inside its walls. 

There is dispute between Fehr, agent Ross Gurney (who represented 
Beach) and agent Joe Resnick (who formerly represented Black Ace 1). 
Some of it is hard to believe, quite frankly. I certainly have my suspicions, 
but that’s “he said, she said,” and difficult to prove. 

What Shaw remembers Beach told him is detailed in the NHLPA report. It 
went nowhere. That’s not acceptable. There has to be mechanism. It’s 
not good enough to shrug your shoulders and say, “miscommunication 
and misunderstanding, rather than any…systemic failure.” 

If I was a player, I wouldn’t accept that conclusion. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Islanders legend Mike Bossy was the best of the best 
when it came to scoring goals 

 

Mark Spector@sportsnetspecApril 15, 2022, 9:44 AM 

 

The night Mike Bossy so famously joined the 50-in-50 club, he was only 
the second player in National Hockey League history to accomplish the 
feat of scoring 50 goals in his team’s first 50 games of the season. 

He had entered the game with 48 goals. He cored No. 49 with just five 
minutes to play, and then wired home No. 50 in typically dramatic 
fashion, beating Quebec’s Ron Grahame from just inside the left faceoff 
dot — with just 89 seconds to play. 

Afterward, the only player to have ever accomplished the feat sent Bossy 
a telegram. He was fellow Montreal native Maurice “Rocket” Richard. 

“I know what he’s going to say when I see him,” Bossy said that night. 
“He’ll claim he still holds the record because I scored my 50th in the last 
minute and he scored his with two minutes to go!” 

"Boss," as those who knew him called the Hockey Hall of Fame right 
winger, died Friday after a long battle with lung cancer. He had been a 
heavy smoker in his early years, in a time when players would step 
outside the dressing room for a between-periods cigarette. 

Bossy was 65 years old. 

“He was a good man, boy. A good man,” said former New York Islanders 
teammate Brent Sutter. “A phenomenal player, a phenomenal person.” 

It’s been a difficult time for the alumni of those dynasty Islanders, where 
Bossy won four consecutive Stanley Cups (1980-83) and an amazing 19 
straight playoff series before bowing to the Edmonton Oilers dynasty in 
1984. 

Clark Gillies, the predominant left winger on Bossy’s line with centreman 
Bryan Trottier, died on Jan. 21. Jean Potvin, a long-time Islanders 
defenceman in the ‘70s who returned to win two Cups with brother Denis 
Potvin, died on March 15. 

All the while, Bossy was fighting lung cancer. In October 2021, he 
stepped away from his TV role with the French-language network TVA. 

“I texted him then,” said Sutter, whose older brother Duane “Dog” Sutter 
was also an Islanders teammate. “My nickname was Pup. And Boss said, 
‘Yeah, Pup, I’m in the fight in my life right now.’” 

Born on Jan. 22, 1957, Michael Dean Bossy was the fifth of 10 kids 
raised in a 4 ½ room apartment in Montreal. In typical Canadian fashion, 
his father Borden would rise early to flood a rink out back, affixing a piece 
of plywood to a post in lieu of a hockey net, a luxury that was deemed too 
pricey for the Bossy clan. 

As a boy, Bossy would shoot at that plywood, aiming for the black marks 
left by previous pucks. Over the years his shot became as heavy as it 
was deadly accurate. 

“You think of Mike Bossy,” said Hall of Fame Oilers defenceman Paul 
Coffey, “you think of just a pure, pure goal scorer. A great hockey player 
who always knew where the net was. 

“On his stick, off his stick,” marvelled Coffey. “He didn't have a piercing 
shot like a Brett Hull, or even Guy Lafleur. But I don’t think Mike ever 
missed the net.” 
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After a junior career in Laval where Bossy became the most prominent 
goal scorer in Canada with seasons of 70, 84, 79 and 75 goals, Bossy 
won the Calder Trophy in 1978 as the NHL’s rookie of the year. He 
scored 53 goals as a rookie, and would go on to record nine consecutive 
seasons of 50 goals or more. 

Nobody — not Wayne Gretzky, not Phil Esposito, not Alex Ovechkin, not 
Guy Lafleur — would equal that run of nine straight 50-goal years. 

Described as “The slender and sensitive right wing from St. Alphonse 
Parish,” by the great New York Times writer George Vecsey, Bossy 
would go on to win a Conn Smythe Trophy, three Lady Byngs as the 
NHL’s most sportsmanlike player, and become one of only two players to 
score consecutive Stanley Cup-winning goals. 

He is the only player ever to score the game-winner in all four wins of a 
playoff series (’83 conference finals), as Bossy took over from the great 
Lafleur as the greatest right winger of his generation. 

He became like a brother to Trottier, and vice versa, the centreman who 
Bossy flanked for an NHL career spent entirely on the Island. Trottier 
would earn an assist on 310 of Bossy’s 573 career goals, over a career 
that was shortened to 10 seasons and 752 games due to a back injury. 

In a Players’ Tribune piece written in June 2017, Bossy notified his 
younger self that, “(Trottier) is the complete hockey player. You’re going 
to develop such an unbelievable chemistry with him that you guys won’t 
be able to keep a left winger.” 

The Islanders' four Cups in a row still stands as the last uninterrupted 
NHL dynasty. The fall after the Oilers had ended New York’s run, in 
1984, it was an uncomfortable dressing room when many of the two 
teams’ stars came together for Team Canada at the 1984 Canada Cup. 

“The only thing we wanted to be was like the Islanders,” said Coffey. “We 
had no interest in winning a Stanley Cup against anybody but the 
Islanders, because we had so much respect for them. 

“On the other hand, they disliked us. And why wouldn't they? We were 
taking what they had.” 

The enduring goal from that tournament came in Canada’s 3-2 overtime 
win over Russia in a semi-final game. Coffey drifted a shot at the Russian 
net, which Bossy deflected home for the victory. Canada would go on to 
beat Sweden to win the tournament. Bossy’s five goals would leave him 
in a tie for the most on Team Canada. 

“Mike was such a smart player. His hockey sense is off the charts,” 
admired Coffey. “He would stay just far enough away from the 
defenceman that you couldn’t go that high up into the deep slot to take 
him. He would get into that area where you were like, ‘Should I stay back 
and defend in front of my net?' And then everything was on his stick, on 
the net. 

“On his stick, on the net … ” 

Bossy was inducted into the Hockey Hall of Fame in 1991. 

He leaves behind his beloved wife Lucie, who he met as a teenager 
when she was working the snack bar at his junior rink in Laval, daughters 
Josiane and Tanya, and two grandchildren. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Draisaitl, Smith play leading roles as Oilers continue 
dominance of Predators 

 

Mark Spector@sportsnetspecApril 15, 2022, 12:55 AM 

 

NASHVILLE  — It was noted thespian Denis Lemieux who asked 
rhetorically, “Who hones the Chiefs?” in the movie Slap Shot.  

In today’s National Hockey League, when they ask, “Who owns the 
Nashville Predators,” we now know the answer.  

It is Leon Draisaitl.  

The German national notched a four-goal game in his last visit here two 
years ago, and carved out a hat trick Thursday in a 4-0 Edmonton Oilers 
win over the Preds at Bridgestone Arena.  

“Sometimes you just have a team that it seems to work a little better 
against them than others,” shrugged Draisaitl, who has scored 19 times 
in 20 career games against the Preds. He now has 54 goals.  

“Even more impressive,” added goalie Mike Smith, after his first shutout 
of the season, “Is that he can do with a stick like he’s using. I think if 
anyone saw the paddle he’s using, it's like flipping pancakes with that 
thing.  

“Then he's going out and scoring 54, and he's gonna keep on truckin’.”  

When’s the last time you heard someone say, “Keep on truckin’?”  

Well, the Oilers walked through Nashville like that guy who famously 
strode above that slogan on our t-shirts back in the day, controlling this 
game from the opening faceoff right through to the final horn. A building 
that is usually raucous and fun was like a mausoleum Thursday, like the 
locals showed up at Tootsie’s country bar and found them spinning 
chamber music.  

There were about five minutes to open the third period where Nashville 
pushed — Edmonton won an offside challenge to preserve Smith’s 
shutout — but the rest of the time this was a clinic, and Dr. Draisaitl was 
the presiding surgeon.  

Draisaitl caps off sixth career hat trick against Predators 

Current Time 0:00 

/ 

Duration 2:00 

“Good teams, they make sure they respond right?” he said, referencing a 
5-1 beating administered two nights before by the Wild in Minnesota. “We 
are a good team, and I thought we responded really well tonight. A full 60 
minutes. Every facet of the game was checked off, really.”  

“As complete a game as you can have, and against a really good hockey 
team in their building,” said Smith. “It’s always tough to play in here.”  

Not so much for Edmonton, it seems. 

There was a time a few years back when the Oilers simply could not beat 
Nashville — in any rink — but that worm has definitely turned. This win 
ran Edmonton’s streak to 7-0-1 over the Predators, as they sweep the 
season series for the second year in a row that they have played each 
other.  

Funny, isn’t it?  

Edmonton can’t touch Minnesota this season — they’re 0-3 versus the 
Wild and the games haven’t been close. Yet, Edmonton owns the Preds, 
who are 3-0 versus Minnesota this season, beating them 6-2, 6-2 and 5-
2.  

Draisaitl opened the scoring from his office on the powerplay 8:56 into 
the game, off a sublime pass from Ryan Nugent-Hopkins. In the second 
period it was Hyman doing all the work before finding Draisaitl in the slot, 
and he picked a corner through a crowd.  

After a Darnell Nurse shorthanded goal, Draisaitl capped the night on a 
lovely give-and-go with Connor McDavid, shelving his 32nd road goal of 
the season, the first Oilers player to do that since Jari Kurri in 1985-86.  

He was picking corners on this night, finding twine behind the five-foot-11 
Juuse Saros, who never had a chance.  

“(His shot) is just deadly accurate,” said Smith. “It’s heavy and he can 
shoot it from a lot of different positions, a lot of different angles, and he 
can catch you off guard. He can thread the needle pretty well and that’s 
why he is where he is.”  

'It's been a fun battle' Draisaitl on goal race with Matthews 

Current Time 0:00 
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On a night where Toronto’s Auston Matthews remained stalled at 58 
goals, Draisaitl climbed to within four and moved back into second place 
in NHL scoring with 105 points.  

And to think he is doing it with a stick from Canadian Tire. “I don’t even 
think it’s that good,” quipped Smith.  

Suddenly, with seven games to play, it’s not only Matthews who is 
shooting for 60.  

“If I can get there, it’s great,” Draisaitl said. “I’m not going to try and stop 
scoring, but I’m also not going to force this, you know? So whatever 
happens, happens.”  

Meanwhile, at age 40 Smith becomes the second oldest goalie to record 
a shutout for Edmonton, behind only Nikolai Khabibulin.  

His biggest save came at a crucial moment, very early in the third period 
with the Oilers leading 3-0. Matt Duchene put a lovely deke on Smith, but 
was robbed by a glove save. The microphones picked up Duchene 
saying, “Holy (bleep), Mike!”  

“I didn’t hear that,” said Smith. “I heard (Ryan) Johansen say, ‘You’re too 
old for that.’”  

He has certainly found his game after an injury-plagued season, going 7-
1-1 in his last nine starts.  

“It's not how you start. It’s how you finish,” said the lanky ‘tender. “It’s 
been a different season, but all you can control is your next game, and I 
feel like I’ve been really focused on that. I feel good in the net, and that’s 
all it counts.” 
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Sportsnet.ca / Miller making sure Canucks won't go down without a fight 

 

Iain MacIntyre@imacSportsnetApril 15, 2022, 2:19 AM 

 

VANCOUVER -- Even as the Vancouver Canucks get closer to last call, 
with everyone having fun and no one wanting the season to end, never 
has it felt more like Miller time. 

There was another big round of J.T. Miller on Thursday when the centre, 
having already built the most productive season by a Canuck since 
Daniel and Henrik Sedin were winning National Hockey League scoring 
titles a decade ago, set up five goals in a 7-1 demolition of the Arizona 
Coyotes. 

The Canucks’ fifth straight win still left them five points out of a wild-card 
playoff spot with seven games remaining. But it moved Miller to 91 
points, tied for seventh in NHL scoring, and 62 assists. In the franchise’s 
52 years, only the Sedin twins have set up more goals than Miller in any 
Vancouver season. 

What was especially impressive about Miller’s outburst is that it came on 
a line with wingers Alex Chiasson and rookie Vasily Podkolzin, who were 
healthy scratches earlier this season but are getting elevated roles now 
due to key injuries up front. 

Chiasson and Podkolzin each scored twice, finishing with authority on 
primary assists from Miller as if they were David Pastrnak and Brad 
Marchand converting passes from Patrice Bergeron. 

For context, consider that the four goals Chiasson and Podkolzin 
amassed were equal to their combined output over nearly all of February 
and March. 

With Miller, they were unstoppable on Thursday. Unfortunately, time may 
soon stop the Canucks. 

Get 4 Months of SN NOW for Only $50. 

SN NOW has launched a new pass in time for the Stanley Cup Playoffs. 
Save 17% by signing up for a 4 Month SN NOW STANDARD pass and 
stream every game of the Stanley Cup Playoffs, Blue Jays & MLB, 
Raptors & NBA and more. 

MORE DETAILS 

Despite their desperate surge, they’re finding it nearly impossible to close 
the gap in the playoff race because it feels like everyone ahead of them 
keeps winning. 

The Vegas Golden Knights embarrassed the Calgary Flames 6-1 on 
Thursday. The Nashville Predators were beaten 4-0 by the Edmonton 
Oilers, but the Dallas Stars still fetched a point with a 3-2 overtime loss to 
the Minnesota Wild. 

The Predators and Stars occupy the two wild card spots in the Western 
Conference, each has a game in-hand on Vancouver and their .601 
winning percentages translate to 98-point seasons. 

The Canucks would need to win their final seven games -- ending the 
regular season with 12 straight wins -- to reach that threshold. It is the 
only target number Miller cares about. 

“I try to feel like I'm never satisfied,” Miller said when asked about 
eclipsing 90 points. “I've gotten an amazing opportunity since I've been 
here. I get to play in every situation, which is something I've worked for 
my whole career. But that being said, it doesn't really mean sh-- to me if 
we don't play in the playoffs. It's great, but I'm not in this for the personal 
gain. 

“Like I tell you guys, when I'm playing well, points come and when that 
happens, we win more games. I really just want to play in the playoffs 
because when you score in the playoffs, that's what really means a lot.” 

Vancouver also is four points behind the Los Angeles Kings for the final 
playoff spot in the Pacific Division, though the Golden Knights also stand 
three points ahead of Vancouver in that race. 

As if the reality of their playoff chase were not sobering enough, Canucks 
captain Bo Horvat left the game in the second period after blocking a 
shot with his foot or ankle. Horvat, who 14 goals in his previous 17 
games, left Rogers Arena in a walking boot. 

Coach Bruce Boudreau told reporters that Horvat could have returned 
but was given the rest of the night off because the Canucks were well on 
their way to beating the awful Coyotes, who trailed 2-0 after the first 
period and 6-1 after the second. 

The Canucks do not play again until Monday’s massive home game 
against the Stars, and it’s possible winger Brock Boeser (elbow) could 
return after missing the last five games. 

The Canucks better hope the Easter break doesn’t give Podkolzin and 
Chiasson, who has an astonishing five goals and nine points during the 
winning streak, time to cool. 

Canucks on Sportsnet NOW 

Stream every Canucks game this season with new pricing options! SN 
NOW STANDARD and PREMIUM let you choose how much hockey you 
want to watch. 

CHOOSE PLAN 

“I've been getting a really good opportunity here to showcase what I can 
do, and obviously it feels like I'm being able to find my spots on the ice,” 
Chiasson said. “I think it's fair to say that (J.T.) and I get along pretty well. 
I think we we've been around for a while. We don't want to waste this 
opportunity. So I think it's just an individual basis of wanting to be better 
and wanting to help the team. He's been at the head of the bus the whole 
year and I'm just trying to help with the injuries and stuff and just do my 
job.” 

The line was put together three games ago when top-six winger Tanner 
Pearson followed Boeser out of the lineup. 

“I thought that our line could have success,” Miller said. “We all think the 
same way. We're a pretty straightforward line and when we get the puck 
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in the zone, I think we have enough skill that we can score. A game like 
today, it's not going to happen very often. But (we can) at least create 
momentum and opportunities. 

“I'm just passing it to them. They're the ones putting them in the net.” 

Bumped up the lineup due to Horvat’s exit, minor-league callup Sheldon 
Dries scored his first NHL goal in more than three years. Conor Garland 
and Elias Pettersson, who led all Canucks with 22:09 of ice time, also 
scored. 

Goalie Thatcher Demko made 21 saves for his 32nd victory of the 
season. Only four Canuck goalies have won more games in a single 
campaign. But the team may need another seven wins from him. 

Sportsnet.ca LOADED: 04.16.2022 
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TSN.CA / Unflappable Nylander embraces third-line role 

 

Mark Masters 

 

The Maple Leafs practised at Ford Performance Centre on Friday before 
travelling to Ottawa.  

William Nylander cracks a smile when asked about his even-strength 
production. 

"I was joking with some of the guys. I say, 'If you guys want a minus 
come play with me.'" 

Even after a plus-two effort on Thursday, Nylander is minus-13 this 
season, which is the worst mark on the team. Luckily for the Leafs, 
Nylander's confidence isn't easily shaken. The latest example of that 
came against the Washington Capitals. Early in Thursday's game, the 
25-year-old Swede had an open net to shoot at, but was thwarted by the 
paddle of Capitals keeper Ilya Samsonov.  

    It turns out Samsonov made an incredible stick save on Nylander 
#LeafsForever pic.twitter.com/5p7o1ze7ju 

    — Maple Leafs Hotstove (@LeafsNews) April 14, 2022 

"He misses a pretty good look and it's amazing how he comes back after 
that and plays a tremendous game and buries two opportunities," 
observed centre John Tavares. "The first one was a heck of a shot." 

"I just tried to rip it," Nylander told TSN in an intermission interview. "I 
was rattled after that first save he made on me." 

    WOAH, WILLY!! pic.twitter.com/RHEHh9YBYA 

    — Toronto Maple Leafs (@MapleLeafs) April 14, 2022 

When Nylander gets rattled it usually leads to him elevating his play. 
Since being moved to the third line on March 26 during a game in 
Montreal, Nylander has done his part to make the new formation work.  

"We got guys that can score all throughout the lineup so it doesn't really 
matter where I play," Nylander insisted. "It's so easy to jump into any line 
so it doesn't really affect the way I think the game." 

"It's a skill," said Tavares. "That's something that's a real bonus for Willy 
is his ability to always be confident and not take things too seriously, but 
at the same time be extremely driven." 

Sheldon Keefe felt his hand was forced when he initially flipped Nylander 
and Ilya Mikheyev, because the Tavares-Nylander connection had gone 
stale, but now the coach likes what he sees from the balanced alignment.  

"Having a threat like Willy on the third line makes it a little bit more 
challenging for teams that generally rely on their top four [defencemen] to 
play against your best players and then get minutes for their third pair 
against guys lower in your lineup," Keefe said. "It makes it a little more 
challenging and, as a result, gets some favourable match-ups for Will." 

Nylander's ice time has dropped from 18:22 per game to 17:33 in his nine 
outings since the line switch, but Keefe is always looking to mix in extra 
shifts with Tavares or Auston Matthews.  

"He's playing there at the moment, but whether it's power play, four-on-
four or when Keefer's looking for an offensive-zone look, he's right at the 
top of the list to be out there because of the impact he can make," 
Tavares pointed out. 

Nylander, who's up to 30 goals and 71 points this season, makes the 
third line, which includes centre David Kampf (nine goals) and Pierre 
Engvall (13 goals), much more dangerous.  

"We've seen positive steps from Engvall since playing with Will," noted 
Keefe. "That's what you want is your best people to impact other 
players." 

Engvall made a nice pass to spring Nylander on his first goal against the 
Capitals.  

"He's a horse out there," Nylander said of his countryman. "The speed he 
brings, the strength on pucks, the shot that he has and he made some 
nice passes last night too, so he's been really good."  

Thursday was the first time Nylander potted a pair of five-on-five goals in 
the same game since Feb. 19. Still, he was left shaking his head about a 
couple missed chances.  

"I thought about those, for sure," he admitted. "One at the end and the 
one with the paddle, yeah, those were bugging me a little bit."  

Nylander jokes about even-strength luck: 'If you want a minus, play with 
me' 

William Nylander talks about his comfort level on the third line alongside 
David Kampf and Pierre Engvall, and jokes about his luck on even-
strength after potting two more goals on Thursday night. 

--- 

Mikheyev is making the most of his second-line opportunity alongside 
Tavares and Alex Kerfoot. He scored two goals of his own against the 
Capitals, including a breakaway beauty.  

"He's so fast and explosive," said Matthews. "If he gets a step on you 
he's gone. As a goalie it's hard to anticipate what he's going to do, 
because he has so much speed coming at you." 

Mikheyev has always had the speed, but this season he's added the 
finish. His shooting percentage has skyrocketed from 6.5 last season to 
13.4 this year.  

"I have improved," the 27-year-old said. "Just practice, practice and 
practice." 

"He is adding different moves and deceptions to his finish," Keefe noted. 
"The confidence has been there for him." 

    THAT'S HIS MOVE!   pic.twitter.com/FEkpdMOnqj 

    — Toronto Maple Leafs (@MapleLeafs) April 15, 2022 

Mikheyev has earned that confidence by spending countless hours with 
Toronto's development staff. Shortly after arriving on the ice ahead of 
Friday's practice, Mikheyev got a smile and fist bump from skill 
development consultant Denver Manderson.  

"Maybe more patience," Mikheyev said of his evolution. "It's experience 
every year." 

Tavares believes Mikheyev is more comfortable off the ice as well.  

"Whether it's living here or being in the locker room with the guys, he's 
really starting to have such a good feel for us as people," Tavares said. 
"You build those relationships and you see that translate into his game 
on the ice and his feel for his role and how he can impact the game." 

Mikheyev finds his finish; enjoys having another Ilya on Leafs 

Ilya Mikheyev talks about his goal-scoring success as of late, while 
Auston Matthews comments on what makes the 'fast and explosive' 
Maple Leafs forward hard to defend. 
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--- 

The addition of another Russian – defenceman Ilya Lyubushkin, who was 
acquired via trade from Arizona in February – has also helped.  

"It's good for me, of course," Mikheyev said. "We can speak in Russian 
here in the locker room and have dinner on the road." 

Lyubushkin also scored on Thursday. It was his first goal as a Leaf and 
only his second strike in 203 NHL games.  

"I told him before the game, he needs to shoot it," Mikheyev revealed. "If 
you have an opportunity just shoot. Just close your eyes and shoot." 

The Leafs bench was roaring after the Lyubushkin shot went in. 

"It was a big moment for him," Matthews said. "You saw the reaction from 
everybody. We were just so happy for him. I'm sure it means even more 
to have his wife and kids here as well."  

Lyubushkin's family arrived in Toronto this week.  

"They had been in Arizona for a long time," Keefe said. "This was the 
second game they had been here. For him to score and continue to play 
well, we are happy for him." 

The goal is gravy, but what the Leafs really like is the way Lyubushkin 
lowers the boom on opponents. 

"He's so competitive," observed goalie Jack Campbell. "You see him 
throwing the body around and doing a great job in front of the net. Any 
time somebody even breathes on me out there, he gets right in their 
face." 

"We love Boosh," said Matthews. "He's been an incredible addition to our 
team. Since he's stepped in here he's brought that physical element and 
other elements we were missing a little bit of." 

    Not lil Boosh (0:16) telling Dad to give a fan a puck    
pic.twitter.com/WeojjTnsP6 

    — Toronto Maple Leafs (@MapleLeafs) April 12, 2022 

--- 

Matthews reached the 100-point mark during Thursday's win. He's just 
the third player in Leafs history to reach that milestone joining Darryl 
Sittler and Doug Gilmour, who each did it twice. 

"It's humbling," said Matthews about his latest entry into the franchise's 
record book. "I feel like I just keep repeating myself but, obviously, to be 
mentioned with those two guys, what they were able to do for this team 
and this city in just paving the way for guys like myself and the guys who 
are here, it's a big honour." 

    Congrats @AM34 and Welcome to the club #LeafsForever 
pic.twitter.com/wRLI8q18Bf 

    — Doug Gilmour (@douggilmour) April 15, 2022 

Matthews has a career-high 43 assists to go along with his league 
leading 58 goals.  

"He always is creating something out there," linemate Michael Bunting 
said. "Any time he has the puck, he's making plays. It's unbelievable that 
he's hit 100."  

Matthews hit the century mark courtesy a second assist on Bunting's 
first-period goal. It was Bunting's first goal since March 7 and snapped a 
17-game drought. Bunting threw the metaphorical monkey off his back 
after the goal. 

"It's just going to boost his confidence level," Matthews predicted. "It 
gives you a little extra step out there when you breakthrough like that. 
That's huge for him." 

    MATTY. 

    MITCHY. 

    MIKEY!!!!!! pic.twitter.com/lZ2NZOzSNL 

    — Toronto Maple Leafs (@MapleLeafs) April 14, 2022 

Thursday was also a milestone night for the late-blooming Bunting, who 
suited up in game No. 100 in his NHL career.  

"The boys were kind of giving it to me," the 26-year-old rookie said. "But 
it's definitely pretty cool to play 100 games in this league and hopefully I 
play hundreds more. So, that's the goal. It took a while for me to get to 
this league and earn a spot and, you know, I'm here now and I'm going to 
do everything I can to not let that go. I'm going to bring it every, single 
night." 

Teammates have raved about Bunting's ability to take a beating, 
especially in front of the net, and keep on going.  

"I'm willing to take that beating if that means one can go in, one bounces 
off me, or it creates havoc for a linemate to score," Bunting said. "I'm 
definitely willing to pay the piece for the guys. It doesn't bother me. It's 
fun. That's hockey." 

Matthews humble in reaching 100-point milestone, wouldn't be possible 
without his team 

 

Auston Matthews became the third Maple Leaf to ever record a 100-point 
season, joining franchise legends Darryl Sittler and Doug Gilmour in the 
effort. Matthews also gives praise to teammate Michael Bunting, who 
threw the monkey off his back and helped Matthews cross the 100-point 
threshold in the first period. 

---  

Matthews mimicked Bunting during Friday's practice. After Tavares 
scored during a power-play drill, Matthews threw the monkey off his back 
and then, just for good measure, grabbed the metaphorical monkey off 
his captain's back and tossed it away.  

Toronto has failed to convert on 15 man-advantage chances over the last 
three games and even allowed a shorthanded goal during this stretch. 
Keefe met up with assistant coach Spencer Carbery, who oversees the 
units, on Friday morning.  

"It's funny," Keefe said. "We have been thinking about and talking about 
our power play of late and we haven't liked it for the last little bit, but how 
quickly we forget that before coming back here and playing these last 
three games on home ice, we went on an eight-game stretch where we 
were at 42 per cent. So, we're not going to overreact to a tough little slide 
here." 

The Leafs have clicked on 28 per cent of their power-play chances this 
year, which is tops in the NHL.  

    Leafs PP 0/15 over last three games 

    Top unit strikes at practice … Auston Matthews with a Bunting-esque 
monkey toss pic.twitter.com/2M8uxBy6Qd 

    — Mark Masters (@markhmasters) April 15, 2022 

--- 

Campbell shrugged off Thursday's collision with Tom Wilson. The big 
Capitals winger knocked the goalie's mask off while trying to chase down 
a loose puck in the first period.  

"I just reached for the puck and it's a hockey play," Campbell said. "I met 
him at the All-Star Game and he's a nice guy. I don't think any harm was 
done by it. I love a little contact here and there. So, it was fine." 

Keefe liked Campbell's ability to turn the page on the scary moment, but 
saw the play a bit differently. 

"Didn't look like a very nice guy in that moment," Keefe said. "Any time a 
guy gets hit in the head you don't like it, especially when it is a goalie and 
the mask is flying off. I didn't like it at all."   

    Tom Wilson runs Jack Campbell pic.twitter.com/uHKaqBnv2y 

    — Omar (@TicTacTOmar) April 14, 2022 

Campbell was playing for the first time in a week. The 30-year-old had 
been nursing an undisclosed issue.  
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"I'm feeling a lot better now," Campbell said after the game. "Coach 
always has my back and gives me the time to make sure I'm getting back 
to 100 per cent. Yeah, I'm feeling really good." 

Erik Kallgren will start on Saturday in Ottawa. Campbell, who was a full 
participant in Friday's practice, is projected to play on Sunday at home 
against the New York Islanders.  

Campbell shrugs off Wilson collision: 'He's a nice guy' 

After a collision with Tom Wilson that knocked his mask off on Thursday 
night, Maple Leafs goaltender Jack Campbell says it was a 'hockey play' 
and he loves a 'little contact here and there'. 

--- 

Jake Muzzin missed Friday's practice. The defenceman also missed 
Tuesday's game with an undisclosed issue.  

"Things flared up a little bit," Keefe said. "He'll take some time to let it 
settle down a little bit and see how it responds. He won't be available this 
weekend and we'll re-assess him from there ... It has nothing to do with 
the concussions he was dealing with before. It's just something else he's 
been dealing with." 

Muzzin has suited up four times since returning from a concussion, which 
forced him to miss 20 games.   

Justin Holl will take Muzzin's place alongside T.J. Brodie.  

Leafs Ice Chips: Muzzin out again; Matthews throws monkey off PP's 
back 

Jake Muzzin did not participate in the Maple Leafs' practice on Friday 
and will not be available this weekend due to an undisclosed injury. 
Meanwhile, Auston Matthews threw the metaphorical monkey off his 
back and the back of John Tavares after the top unit scored a goal during 
special teams practice. Mark Masters has more. 

--- 

Ondrej Kase was back on the ice on Friday.  

"To be out there and touching the puck and doing what he loves to do is 
really good to see," said Keefe. "I chatted with him a bit in the lunch room 
and he's in good spirits. It seems like it was a good day for him." 

Kase sustained a concussion on March 19. Keefe is hopeful that the 
winger will be available for the playoffs.  

"We're going to be cautious and do what's right for him," the coach said. 
"Today was a very positive day. The more positive days he can have 
then we'll start to look at it and think about it." 

There is no timeline for his return.  

    Really good to see Ondrej Kase back on the ice 

    Working his way back from a concussion sustained March 19 
pic.twitter.com/h14OW0tk7m 

    — Mark Masters (@markhmasters) April 15, 2022 

--- 

Lines at Friday's practice:  

Bunting - Matthews - Marner 

Mikheyev - Tavares - Kerfoot 

Nylander - Kampf - Engvall 

Clifford - Blackwell - Spezza 

Abruzzese, Simmonds 

Rielly - Lyubushkin 

Brodie - Holl 

Giordano - Liljegren 

Rubins 

Campbell  

Kallgren 

Power play units at Friday's practice:  

QB: Rielly 

Flanks: Matthews, Marner  

Middle / Net front: Nylander & Tavares rotate  

QB: Giordano  

Flanks: Liljegren, Spezza  

Middle: Mikheyev  

Net front: Bunting 
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TSN.CA / NHLPA investigation clears Fehr of fault in handling Beach 
allegations 

 

Rick Westhead 

 

A Toronto law firm hired to investigate NHL Players’ Association 
executive director Don Fehr’s response to concerns raised by two agents 
about former Chicago Blackhawks player Kyle Beach’s alleged sexual 
assault concluded it couldn’t identify any individual wrongdoing or 
institutional failures by Fehr or his union colleagues. 

In a 20-page report  

Published Friday afternoon, investigators with the Toronto law firm Cozen 
O’Connor wrote that concerns raised in 2011 about former Blackhawks 
video coach Brad Aldrich were not pursued “on account of 
miscommunication and misunderstanding, rather than any individual or 
systemic failure.” 

The report highlighted multiple instances where Fehr said he could not 
recall receiving emails or having phone conversations about Aldrich, 
including one with agent Ross Gurney who said he warned Fehr that 
Aldrich was a “pedophile” or “sexual predator.” 

Beach alleged he was sexually assaulted during the 2010 Stanley Cup 
playoffs by Aldrich. The team and Beach settled his negligence lawsuit 
last December. Before that litigation was settled, the Blackhawks hired 
Chicago law firm Jenner & Block to investigate Beach’s allegations. The 
NHL team disclosed Jenner & Block’s findings in October 2021. 

The NHLPA voted in November to commission a third-party investigation 
of Fehr after details about his connection to Beach’s case first emerged 
in the Jenner & Block report. 

Cozen & O’Connor’s investigation involved the review of about 20,000 
emails and phone records from 2010 and 2011 and included interviews 
of 11 witnesses. NHL team player representatives received the report 
last Friday and voted over the past three days to make the report public. 

The Cozen O’Connor investigators wrote that Beach and a former 
Blackhawks player who was referred to as “Black Ace 1” in the Jenner & 
Block report both refused to meet with them, which hampered their 
investigation. 

NHL player agent Ross Gurney told Cozen O’Connor investigators that 
he phoned Fehr during the 2011 Women’s Under-18 World 
Championship in Stockholm with a warning about Aldrich, who was 
working with Team USA at the tournament. 

“Gurney told us that he recalled describing Aldrich as either a ‘pedophile’ 
or ‘sexual predator’ in his call with Fehr but did not provide Fehr with any 
details of what had allegedly transpired between Beach and Aldrich,” the 
Cozen O’Connor report says. 
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Fehr denied having any recollection of the call to investigators. 

“In our interviews, Fehr, an experienced lawyer, repeatedly made the 
point that if Gurney had either described Aldrich as a pedophile or sexual 
predator or requested him to contact USA Hockey, he would have 
remembered it,” the report says. 

Three months later, agent Joe Resnick emailed Fehr. At the time, 
Resnick represented Black Ace 1. 

“I know you have spoken with [Ross Gurney] regarding an incident with 
[Kyle Beach] and a Chicago staff member during the Stanley Cup 
Playoffs last year,” Resnick wrote in an Apr. 18, 2011, email to Fehr. 

“[Black Ace 1] was involved as well and I got him in touch with [a 
therapist affiliated with the NHLPA] approximately 2 weeks ago; however, 
I did want to have a follow up with yourself.” 

According to cell phone records cited by the Cozen O’Connor report, 
Fehr and Resnick also had a 14-minute phone call after Resnick’s Apr. 
18, 2011, email. 

“Fehr and Resnick were separately shown the records, and neither had 
any recollection of the call,” the Cozen O’Connor report says. 

Likewise, Fehr said he did not recall receiving the email from Resnick. 

Fehr has confirmed that Beach was referred in 2010 to Dr. Brian Shaw, a 
psychologist and program administrator with the NHL/NHLPA Player 
Assistance Program. 

Beach told TSN in an interview last October that Dr. Shaw told him he 
would make sure that USA Hockey was informed that Aldrich was a 
sexual predator. 

Neither Fehr nor Dr. Shaw contacted USA Hockey about Aldrich, said a 
person familiar with the matter. 

Cozen O’Connor investigators wrote that Dr. Shaw offered a far more 
detailed recollection of his telephone call with Beach than he did in 
connection with the Jenner & Block Report. 

“Dr. Shaw further recalled to us that during his call, Beach provided a 
graphic account of the alleged incident with Aldrich, declined any 
opportunity for counseling, and instead inquired only whether someone 
from the NHLPA was going to contact USA Hockey,” the Cozen 
O’Connor report says. 

“Dr. Shaw recalled to us that he reassured Beach that someone, either 
from the NHLPA or Beach’s agent, would — meaning that he assumed 
someone would — but at no point told him that he (Dr. Shaw) would do 
so, nor did he identify anyone who would.” 

After Aldrich was allowed to resign from the Blackhawks in the summer 
of 2010, he went on to coach high school hockey in Houghton, Mich. In 
2013, he was convicted of sexually assaulting a 16-year-old player on his 
team and sentenced to nine months in jail and 60 months’ probation. 

Beach, who has called for the NHLPA to fire Fehr, has said that if Fehr 
and Dr. Shaw had done “what they are supposed to do, then that 
teenaged boy in Michigan probably does not get sexually assaulted." 
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USA TODAY Hall of Famer Mike Bossy dies at 65; prolific scorer helped 
Islanders win four consecutive Stanley Cups 

 

Mike Bossy, a dominant Hall of Fame scorer who helped the New York 
Islanders win four consecutive Stanley Cups, has died of cancer. He was 
65. 

Bossy, a Montreal native taken 15th overall by the Islanders in the 1977 
draft, played on a line with fellow future Hall of Famers Bryan Trottier and 
Clark Gillies and set the then-NHL rookie record with 53 goals. 

The winger, considered one of the top pure goal scorers in NHL history, 
would miss 50 goals only once in his career, in his final season. He tied 
Wayne Gretzky with most 50-goal seasons at nine and most 60-goal 
seasons at five. He holds the NHL record with nine consecutive 50-goal 
seasons. 

“Though containing him was the obsession of opposing coaches and 
checking him the focus of opposing players, Bossy’s brilliance was 
unstoppable and his production relentless throughout his entire career," 
NHL Commissioner Gary Bettman said in a statement. 

In his fourth season, Bossy tied Maurice "Rocket" Richard’s mark of 50 
goals in 50 games, scoring twice in the final five minutes of a Jan. 24, 
1981, game against the Quebec Nordiques. He finished with 68 goals 
that season, one of two times he led the league in goals. 

He was equally prolific in the playoffs. During the Islanders’ four 
consecutive Stanley Cups from 1980-83, he led the postseason in goals 
three times (17 each time). He won the Conn Smythe Trophy as playoff 
MVP in 1982. 

Bossy also was a seven-time All-Star. A critic of fighting in hockey, he 
won the Lady Byng Trophy for sportsmanship three times. 

“He was a hockey purist,” Trottier told NHL Network. “He didn’t believe in 
dropping the gloves to prove how brave you are, how tough you are. He 
fought through a lot. He fought through getting mauled, getting beat up 
and he still scored goals. He found a way to hurt you on the scoreboard.” 

Hall of Famer Mike Bossy, seen here in retirement in 2015, played his 
entire NHL career with the Islanders. 

Bossy retired after a 38-goal season in 1986-87 because of back issues 
and finished his 10-season career with 573 goals and 1,126 points. His 
0.76 goals-a-game scoring pace is the highest in NHL history. 

He was inducted into the Hall of Fame in 1991. The Islanders retired his 
number 22 the following year. 

"His drive to be the best every time he stepped on the ice was second to 
none," Islanders general manager Lou Lamoriello said in a statement. 
"Along with his teammates, he helped win four straight Stanley Cup 
championships, shaping the history of this franchise forever." 

Bossy became a broadcaster for TVA Sports in 2015 but announced last 
October that he was stepping aside because he was diagnosed with lung 
cancer. 

“My dad loved hockey, sure, but first and foremost he loved life,” Bossy's 
daughter, Tanya, said in a statement in French on behalf of the family. 
“Until the end of his journey, he hung on. He wanted to live more than 
anything.” 

Bossy is the third former Islanders player to die recently. Gillies died in 
January and Jean Potvin, who played eight seasons with the team, died 
in March. 

Contributing: Associated Press 
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